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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), administered by the World Intellectual Property
Organization’s (WIPO) Patents and Technology Sector (PTS), provides a unified procedure
for filing and processing patent applications that facilitates the seeking of patent protection
for inventions in 157 countries.

2. Fees associated with the PCT system constitute WIPO's primary source of revenue,
amounting to 76.4 per cent.1  WIPO acknowledges the indispensable role of its PCT
customers in contributing to its mission and strives to prioritize their needs and provide
exceptional customer service.

3. The specific objectives of the verification were to:

(a) Verify whether the culture of customer service is effectively implemented and
aligned with the PCT's related performance objectives, expected results, and relevant
strategic Pillars of the Organization's Medium-Term Strategic Plan (MTSP);2  and

(b) Identify opportunities to enhance services and customer relations through
adaptive learning and behavioral science.

4. The main focus of this verification was the PCT Legal and International Affairs
Department (the Department), which is responsible for the development of policies and the
provision of strategic direction to preserve and strengthen the role of the PCT as the central
node of the international patent system and to support the PCT system stakeholders,
including Member States, the user community, intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations.

5. The verification main findings are the following:

6. The Department’s activities of customer service are in line with WIPO's Strategic
Goals, objectives and core values and contribute to WIPO's Strategic Pillars 3 and 4 of the
MTSP.

7. While a documented customer service and marketing and communication strategy are
yet to be developed, the Department has continuously operated and developed initiatives to
contribute to a culture of customer service.  For instance, between 2020 and 2023, it
allocated 209,415 Swiss francs3 in conducting a biennial customer satisfaction survey.

8. The verification found that activities and contributions to customer service are spread
thinly across various workplans.  In several cases, they are not linked to expected results
and performance measures that are still to be developed for internal management purposes.
Moreover, the lack of an impact framework makes the Department vulnerable to various risks
such as loss of institutional memory, a lack of guidance for the Organization's culture,
underreporting of contributions or inconsistent approaches to customer service.

1  WIPO Annual Financial Report and Financial Statements, Year to December 31, 2022, Page 8, 
https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo-pub-rn2023-24-en-annual-financial-report-and-financial-
statements.pdf 
2  WIPO, WO/PBC/32/3, Medium-Term Strategic Plan 2022-2026 
https://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/govbody/en/wo_pbc_32/wo_pbc_32_3.pdf 
3  Including personnel and non-personnel budget.  Source: WIPO Business Intelligence Dashboard, Program 
Management Performance & Budget, Budget Utilization, April 2024 

https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/
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9. The PCT Legal and User Relations Division (PCT LURD) within the Department,
through the Customer Experience Section,4 conducts a biennial customer satisfaction
survey, which is distributed to a representative sample of users.  As reported, the response
rate for the 2023-2024 PCT Customer Satisfaction Survey was 12 per cent with 1,763
participants out of 22,971 having fully completed the survey, 919 customers who opened the
survey but did not complete it, and another 1,012 customers, who only partially filled it out.
This indicates that the survey process could be refined to encourage more customers to
participate and provide valuable feedback.

10. The verification recommends that the Department:

(a) In coordination with the Customer Experience Section, review the frequency and
length of the existing customer satisfaction survey, improving the means to provide
real-time client feedback systematically;

(b) In collaboration with the PCT Services Department, develop an impact
framework, such as a theory of change, to establish clear linkages between initiatives
aimed at enhancing a culture of customer service and their contribution to customer
satisfaction;  and set SMART performance measures to monitor the effectiveness of
the training in enhancing the PCT’s customer service culture;

(c) In collaboration with the PCT Services Department, document the PCT’s
customer strategy to ensure a clear and concise understanding of the Organization's
culture of customer service goals and objectives across the board and a standardized
approach to measuring and communicating these goals and objectives;

(d) Develop a specific, easily accessible, and shared with other business areas
repository for preserving institutional memory and sharing customer service lessons
learned and good practices on gathering customer satisfaction metrics data, assessing
the impact of a customer service culture on customer satisfaction, among others;

(e) Create more opportunities for continuing knowledge-sharing across WIPO
business areas and sectors by (i) engaging relevant WIPO staff collaborating with the
Department in PCT customer service conferences and workshops;  (ii) setting up
communities of practice to exchange lessons and good practices on customer service;
(iii) identifying experts who can act as bridges between business areas and sectors to
facilitate knowledge-sharing across teams;

(f) In collaboration with the Human Resources Management Department (HRMD),
update the job descriptions of existing staff and ensure that job descriptions of new
staff reflect the Organization's commitment to customer service;  and

(g) In collaboration with HRMD, improve the existing HR contingency plan, which
should include concrete actions (i) to establish expert pools readily available when
necessary to fill in gaps due to staff turnover or mobility;  and (ii)  to seamlessly
integrate new team members into the PCT's customer service culture.

4  Infrastructure and Platforms Sector. 
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1. BACKGROUND

11. The PCT system is an important tool for inventors, companies, universities, and
research institutions wanting to protect their innovations internationally.5  The PCT
administered by WIPO’s PTS, provides a unified procedure for filing and processing patent
applications that facilitates the seeking of patent protection for inventions in 157 countries.6

Figure 1:  Map of PCT Member States 

    Source: WIPO website, February 2024 

12. The PCT assists applicants in seeking patent protection internationally for their
inventions, helps patent offices with their patent granting decisions, and facilitates public
access to a wealth of technical information relating to those inventions.  By filing one
international patent application under PCT, applicants can simultaneously seek protection for
an invention in 157 countries.

13. Since 1978, the PCT applications filed have increased every year, except in 2009 and
2023.  As Figure 2 demonstrates, between 1979 and 2022, PCT applications grew by 11.5
per cent per year on average.  In 2021 and 2022, however, a challenging global economic
environment led to historically low growth rates close to zero.

Figure 2:  Trend in filings of PCT applications, 1978–2022 

5  World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) (2023). PCT Yearly Review 2023: The International Patent 
System. Geneva: https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo-pub-901-2023-en-patent-cooperation-treaty-yearly-
review-2023.pdf 
6  https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/pct_contracting_states.html 
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14. In 2023, PCT filings decreased by 1.8 per cent over 2022, totaling 272,600.  China
continued to be the largest origin of PCT filings, followed by the United States of America.
The top 10 countries of origin with their respective percentage share of all PCT filings in
2023, were as follows:7

Source: PCT NEWSLETTER (wipo.int) March 2024 

15. The increase in the PCT membership over time can be divided into three periods.
Between 1979 and 1990, 25 countries joined PCT, representing 2.3 new member states per
year, on average.  Most of these were European member states.  From 1991 to 2007, the
number of PCT member states increased sharply, with an average of 5.8 new members per
year.  Among the 93 countries that joined the PCT system during this 16-year period, 29
were from Africa, 24 from Asia, 20 from Europe, 18 from Latin America Countries and two
from Oceania.  Since 2008, due to the then widespread coverage, only 19 countries joined
PCT, of which nearly half were from Asia.  This represents, on average, 1.4 new members
per year.  The four countries that became members of PCT in 2022 made that year the most
active in terms of the PCT accessions since 2008.8   One further country – Mauritius - joined
the PCT in 2023.

16. The total revenue of WIPO for 2022 was 498.5 million Swiss francs, representing an
increase of 4.9 per cent compared to the 2021 total revenue of 475.1 million Swiss francs.
The largest source of revenue during 2022 was PCT system fees, accounting for 76.4 per
cent of total revenue, as depicted in Figure 3.  Revenue from the PCT system fees rose by
5.3 per cent compared to 2021.9

7  https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/highlights/ 
8  World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) (2023). PCT Yearly Review 2023: The International Patent 
System. Geneva: https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo-pub-901-2023-en-patent-cooperation-treaty-yearly-
review-2023.pdf, page 9 
9  WIPO Annual Financial Report and Financial Statements, Year to December 31, 2022, Page 8. 

https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pctndocs/en/2024/pct_news_2024_3.pdf
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Figure 3:  Composition of WIPO’s 2022 revenue on an IPSAS (International Public 
System Accounting Standards) basis (in millions of Swiss francs) 

Source:  WIPO Annual Financial Report and Financial Statements, Year to December 31, 2022, Page 8. 

17. The PCT system fees are paid by PCT applicants, the majority of whom are based in
the United States, Japan, China, Germany, and the Republic of Korea, as depicted in Figure
2 above.  As the leader in developing a balanced and effective international intellectual
property (IP) system that promotes innovation and creativity for the benefit of all, WIPO's
mission hinges on several critical factors, including the support of its stakeholders, staff, and
necessary resources.  Given the PCT customers' indispensable role in WIPO's mission, the
Organization invests considerable efforts in prioritizing their needs and cultivating a culture of
exceptional customer service among PCT staff.

2. INTRODUCTION

18. WIPO’s Medium Term Strategic Plan (MTSP) 2022-2026 highlights the importance of
paying attention to the evolving needs of its customer segments and striving to ensure that
its services continue to bring value to customers10 worldwide.  This is only possible if a
culture of customer service is embraced by every WIPO staff member in functions aligned
and committed to creating superior value for customers.11

19. PTS is one of the seven WIPO sectors and comprises the following functions:

10  WIPO, WO/PBC/32/3, Medium Term Strategic Plan 2022-2026, Geneva, Switzerland, June 7, 2021, p. 13 
11  Dr. L. Brown and C. Brown, The Customer Culture Imperative, A Leader’s Guide to Driving Superior 
Performance, Mc Graw Hill Education, New York, 2014, Introduction Section 
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Figure 5:  Structure of the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department at the 
time of the Verification 

Figure 4:  Structure of the Patents and Technology Sector 

20. The PCT Legal and International Affairs Department, hereafter referred to as “the
Department”, was the main subject of this verification that was done between January and
July 2023.  The Department is responsible for the development of policies and the provision
of strategic direction to preserve and strengthen the role of the PCT as the central node of
the international patent system and to support the PCT system stakeholders, including
Member States, the user community, intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations.  At the time of the verification, the Department comprised the following
divisions:

 

21. The Department, through its work, contributes to the delivery of the Strategic Goals and
Expected Results, as depicted in Figure 6 below:

Source:  Data extracted from WIPO Business Intelligence Workplan Activity Listing 2023. 

Figure 6:  Legal and International Affairs Department Results Framework 

https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/
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22. During the verification period, the Department had 45 staff members with women
making up 58 per cent of the staff, while men accounted for 42 per cent.12

23. At the managerial level, the Department exhibited a significant representation of male
staff at the D2, D1, and P5 managerial levels.

24. During the comment phase of this report (August 2023 – April 2024), the Department
underwent several restructuring processes, resulting in the modification of its organizational
structure.  However, it is important to note that the verification was conducted based on the
Department’s structure that existed at the time of the verification between January and July
2023 (Figure 5).

(A) VERIFICATION SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

25. This was not a comprehensive evaluation but a verification, that aimed to provide a
checklist of the factors that need to be monitored in the future as part of a customer service
culture.

26. The verification focused on two main objectives:

(a) Verify whether the culture of customer service is effectively implemented and
aligned with the PTS's related performance objectives, expected results, and relevant
strategic Pillars of the Organization's MTSP;  and

(b) Identify opportunities to enhance services and customer relations through
adaptive learning and behavioral science.

27. The main scope of the verification covered the PCT Legal and International Affairs
Department (the “Department”) and focused only on the initiatives aimed at contributing to
the PCT culture of customer services between 2018 and 2022;  however, for analytical
review, corroborative purposes and gaining specific insights, the period covered in some
instances extended beyond the stated scope.  In addition, the verification included
consultations with the PCT Operations Division within the PCT Services Department to verify
whether the culture of customer service is effectively implemented and aligned with the
PCT's related performance objectives, expected results, and relevant Strategic Pillars.

28. The PCT Operations Customer Support Section13 was included in the audit part of the
engagement14 but was not covered in this verification.  The Evaluation Section, however,
sought the input of the PCT Operations Customer Support Section solely for the purpose of
verification.

29. The verification focused on advancing the PCT customer service culture rather than
customer management approach.

30. The verification took place between January and July 2023.  The planning phase and
drafting of terms of reference (ToR) took place between August and December 2022.  While
this was an unusual lengthy planning process, it enabled the establishment of a common
understanding between the evaluators and the Department.

13  Renamed to PCT International User Outreach and Support Section, Information Circular No. 10/2024, March 
18, 2024 
14  IOD report, Audit and Evaluation of the PCT Operations and Customer Relations. Part I: Results of the Audit of 
the PCT Operations, https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/about-wipo/en/oversight/docs/iaod/audit/audit-pct-
operations-and-customer-relations-part1.pdf 
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(i) Inception phase

31. The evaluation team collaborated with the Department to refine the ToR and questions
that would serve as the basis of the assessment.  The final ToR are included in Annex I.  The
design of the verification questions was informed by the essential components of a culture of
customer service.

32. During the inception phase, the verification undertook the following:

(a) Designed the methodology;

(b) Identified the components of the PCT culture of customer service which would
serve as the basis for the verification;

(c) Reviewed relevant documentation including unit reports, program and budget
documents, strategy documents, program reviews, among others;

(d) Prepared a relevant inventory of the department’s activities related to the
implementation of the culture of the customer service;  and

(e) Developed the methods and verification questions as included in Section C of this
report, and data collection tools such as questionnaires and interview protocols.

(ii) Data Collection Phase

33. During this phase, the verification focused on verifying and assessing the culture of
customer service, the alignment of organizational processes, the data and cross-cutting
support provided to the Department.  In addition, the following was done:

(a) The Department’s staff were interviewed;  and

(b) The Department’s implicit strategy as well as the extent these contribute to the
PCT culture of customer service, were reviewed.

(iii) Reporting phase

34. The evaluation team prepared the verification report following the United Nations
Evaluation Group (UNEG) Quality Checklist for Evaluation Reports15, UNEG Norms and
Standards16 , and UNEG Guidance on Gender and Human Rights.17  Preliminary findings,
conclusions, and recommendations were shared and discussed with the PTS Senior
Managers before the report was finalized.

(B) METHODOLOGY

35. For this verification, the evaluation team utilized a mixed-methods approach,
incorporating both qualitative and quantitative methods to gather and analyze data.  The
primary methods employed included:

15  UNEG Quality Checklist for Evaluation Reports, http://uneval.org/document/detail/607 
16  UNEG Norms and Standards for Evaluation (2016), http://uneval.org/document/detail/1914 
17  Integrating Human Rights and Gender Equality in Evaluation – Towards UNEG Guidance, 
https://www.uneval.org/document/detail/980 
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(a) A desk review of 105 documents, such as WIPO strategic documents, surveys,
customer service rules, guiding documentation, presentations, studies, and other
documentation pertinent to customer services included in Annex II;

(b) Consultations with 50 staff members through individual interviews, workshop
sessions, and a survey;  and

(c) Qualitative data analysis, which involved the assessment of roughly 247
comments resulting from open questions posed in the workshops and survey.  The
survey template can be found in Annex III of this report.

36. The evaluation team used a verification survey to gather primary data as part of the
consultation process.   The survey was customized based on input from the Department and
the PCT Operations Customers Support Section during workshops and consultations held
between February and March 2023.

37. Establishing a customer-centric culture is a complex and multi-faceted process.  To
ensure the success of this endeavor, it was agreed to focus on three verification criteria
namely relevance, effectiveness and efficiency, and five customer services categories
(Strategic Alignment, Customer Insights, Customer Foresights, Collaboration and Resources
Management) as illustrated in Figure 7 below.

(C) VERIFICATION QUESTIONS

38. The verification questions were crafted after desk review and consultations with the
Department and the PCT Operations Customers Support Section through workshops held
between February and March 2023.  The results from the consultative process were
aggregated to reflect on the future directions of the Department.

39. The verification utilized triangulation of methods and of sources to establish the internal
validity of its findings and conclusions.

Source:   Dr. L. Brown and C. Brown, The Customer Culture Imperative, A Leader’s Guide to Driving Superior Performance, Mc 
Graw Hill Education, New York, 2014, Introduction Section. Customized for WIPO PCT by WIPO IOD Evaluation Section, 
Geneva, May 2023 

Figure 7:  Culture of Customer Service - Evaluation 
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(i) Relevance

40. Customer insights refer to the needs and behaviors of customers that go beyond what
they explicitly communicate.  By understanding customers' experience and feedback on
products or services, deeper insights can be gained.  To assess the extent to which the PCT
culture of customer service responds to customer needs, the verification process focused on
two key questions:

(a) How does the Department identify its customer needs?

(b) Is the current approach towards monitoring customer satisfaction
effective?

41. The verification process assessed the extent to which the Department’s staff anticipate
emerging customer needs and take appropriate actions to ensure customer satisfaction.  The
ability to connect with potential customers and understand their future needs and ideas for
possible new solutions can come from anyone inside or outside WIPO if it is fostered as an
expected practice or behavior.  However, customer foresight needs to be nurtured to become
an organizational capability.  Therefore, the verification process focused on an additional
question:  Is customer foresight considered a fundamental aspect of the PCT customer
service culture?

(ii) Effectiveness (Strategic Alignment)

42. As part of the effectiveness analysis the verification focused on strategic alignment.
When all staff members, from the front desk to senior management, understand and act
upon WIPO's vision, mission, strategic objectives, and expected results, the organization can
create and deliver value for customers and stakeholders.  Strategic alignment fosters a
strong culture that encourages commitment and shared understanding at all levels and
across business areas.  Each individual’s actions contribute to creating customer value,
making strategic alignment crucial for the organization's success.  The verification process
focused on three key questions:

(a) Does the PCT customer service culture align with WIPO’s goals and
expected results?

(b) Is the adoption of a customer-centric culture effectively ingrained within
each individual, team, and business area?

(c) Are staff provided with the necessary strategic guidance?

(iii) Efficiency

43. As part of the efficiency analysis, the verification process prioritized collaboration,
resource management, and knowledge sharing.  The main goal was to address the following
questions:

(a) How does the Department identify good practices and lessons learned from
its partners?

(b) How does the Department identify good practices and lessons learned from
other business areas and sectors?

(c) Is the Department’s resources management aligned with fostering a
customer service culture?
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(d) How can the Department demonstrate adaptability while upholding its
commitment to its long-term personnel?

44. A list of customer service definitions used in this report can be found in Annex IV.

(D) LIMITATIONS

Limitations Mitigation Strategies 

The selection of staff and stakeholders to 
assess the culture needed to be unbiased.  
A biased staff selection can reduce the 
assignment's reliability and usefulness, 
reducing the opportunities for learning.  

Staff and stakeholders selection was done 
objectively based on criteria agreed upon 
with IOD. 

The effectiveness of the assignment could 
be reduced by delaying the process 
unnecessarily. 

The Evaluation Unit clarified the timeline 
and feedback timings to avoid 
unnecessary delays.  

Staff and stakeholders might not 
understand the tools and questions, which 
could jeopardize the assignment's results.  

The Evaluation Unit customized the tools 
in collaboration with the business areas’ 
focal points and tested them in advance.  

Low-level participation of stakeholders and 
staff could reduce the effectiveness of the 
assignment.  

The Evaluation Unit in collaboration with 
the Department, identified strategies for 
increasing the levels of participation.  

3. VERIFICATION FINDINGS

(A) RELEVANCE

(i) How does the Department identify its customer needs?

45. To better comprehend customers’ requirements and perspectives, the Department
leverages various communication channels, including the PCT User Satisfaction Survey,
which offers insights into areas that work well and those that require improvement.

46. The Department allocated 209,415 Swiss francs between 2020 and 2023 to conduct
the biennial Customer Satisfaction Survey18 with the aim of gaining a better understanding of
its customers’ needs.  The survey is administered to the PCT applicants and agents who had
filed a PCT application, as well as to users who had not necessarily filed PCT applications,
such as PCT users making payments or paralegals using ePCT (IP Portal).

47. The Department also conducts national and regional meetings, trainings, and
workshops to create a shared understanding of the system among users and potential users.
Such events offer a platform for stakeholders to learn about the latest trends, policies, and
best practices, thus enhancing their experience and ensuring optimal utilization of the PCT
services.

18  Including personnel and non-personnel budget. Source: WIPO Business Intelligence Dashboard, Program 
Management – Performance and Budget, Geneva, Switzerland, April 2024. 
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48. Although the Department already collects customer feedback through satisfaction
surveys, meetings, and workshops, it is crucial to consolidate existing data and supplement
these efforts with more targeted and systematic needs analysis and market research to
comprehensively understand customers' requirements.

49. The Department could explore different approaches to assess these needs when
undertaking needs analysis.  This could include:

(a) “Design thinking and innovation”19 - a problem-solving approach with a unique
set of qualities:  it is human centered, possibility driven, option focused, and iterative.
Design thinking asks the question “What if anything were possible?” as staff begin to
create ideas.  Facilitators focus on generating multiple options and avoid putting all
eggs in one solution basket.  Because staff are guessing about their stakeholders’
needs and wants, staff also expect to be wrong sometimes.  So, staff should put
multiple irons in the fire and let the stakeholders tell them which work for them.20

Source:  Why Design Thinking Works. It addresses the biases and behaviors that hamper innovation, Jeanne 
Liedtka, Harvard Business Review, September – October 2018, https://hbr.org/2018/09/why-design-thinking-
works  

19  J. Liedtka, Why Design Thinking Works, Harvard Business Review, September 2018 
https://hbr.org/2018/09/why-design-thinking-works 
20  https://jeanneliedtka.com/ 

Figure 8:  Design Thinking - Shaping the Innovator's Journey
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(b) Value Proposition Design21 - an approach that helps invent and improve value
propositions by understanding the patterns of value creation and leverage the
experience and skills of the team.  It helps organizations avoid wasting time with ideas
that will not work and minimize the risk of a flop.

“Design Thinking and Innovation” and “Value Proposition Design” are just two of 
the many useful approaches for identifying customer needs.  Once identified, these 
needs can be integrated into existing consultative initiatives, or new ones can be 
created to better serve customers. 

(ii) Is the current approach towards monitoring customer satisfaction
effective?

50. The PCT LURD within the Department, through the Customer Experience Section,22

conducts a biennial customer satisfaction survey, which is distributed to a representative
sample of users.  As reported, the response rate for the 2023-2024 PCT Customer
Satisfaction Survey was 12 per cent with 1,763 participants out of 22,971, having fully
completed the survey, 919 customers who opened the survey but did not complete it, and
another 1,012 customers, who only partially filled it out.  This indicates that the survey
process could be refined to encourage more customers to participate and provide valuable
feedback.

51. The verification revealed some lessons that could be utilized to enhance the existing
customer satisfaction monitoring practices further.  These include:

(a) Lesson learned on further strengthening of existing PCT monitoring
practices

The Department would benefit from complementing existing monitoring data with 
additional internal monitoring measures and gathering customer satisfaction data 
more systematically and regularly.  This will improve feedback reporting, facilitate 
the decision-making process, provide a comprehensive view of customer 
satisfaction, and enable informed decisions to enhance the PCT services. 

Various PTS business areas have already identified different metrics to measure 
customer satisfaction, such as through calls, surveys, or emails.  While each of 
these metrics is relevant to measuring customer satisfaction, consistently defining 
metrics for gathering feedback from different communication channels across the 
Department and even the Sector would be beneficial.  
Whether the service was provided via a call, a video conference, an email, or the 
WIPO website, the real-time feedback gathered through all these different 
channels added to the survey feedback would build the basis to create a 
composite indicator for customer services.  The responsibility for determining 
whether the composite indicator is used for reporting to Member States or for 
internal management purposes lies with the Department and the Sector Lead. 

22  Infrastructure and Platforms Sector. 
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(b) Lesson learned on analyzing monitoring data

With PCT being the only global patent application filing system, it is important to 
focus on identifying ways to move satisfied and neutral customers towards 
becoming very satisfied. Currently, “very satisfactory and satisfactory” survey 
results are merged into one positive satisfaction result in customer satisfaction 
reports.  Although this practice is methodologically approved, it must be exercised 
with caution when interpretating the results. 

According to a review published in the Harvard Business Review (HBR),23 
customer satisfaction is crucial because “very satisfied” customers are loyal 
customers. 

Where there are limited choices, customers may remain loyal despite their low or 
average satisfaction levels.  For instance, customers who are only “satisfied” would 
immediately switch to a better service option if they had one.  Satisfaction scales 
need to be interpreted accordingly in settings like WIPO and government offices 
offering public services.  One well-researched and effective option is the “net 
promoter” measure depicted in Figure 9. 

Figure 9:  Interpreting survey results in settings with little or no competition 

Source:  Thomas O. Jones and W. Earl Sasser, Why Satisfied Customers Defect, Market Research, Harvard 
Business Review, 1995. 

(c) Lesson learned on the effectiveness of the PCT survey

52. The second objective of the verification, as stated in the ToR, was to identify
opportunities to enhance services and customer relations through adaptive learning and
behavioral science.

The process of collecting feedback from WIPO’s customers could be improved by 
emphasizing the value of the customers’ feedback and informing customers about 
the improvements made based on their feedback.  Annex V provides a sample 
letter that can be used to encourage customers to give feedback and make them 
feel appreciated through non-financial reward mechanisms.  Annexes VI and VII 
contain explicit clarification on the nudges used in the sample letter.  

23  T. O. Jones, W.E. Sasser, Why Satisfied Customers Defect, Market Research, Harvard Business Review, 
Magazine November-December 1995 
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53. During the verification, two concerns were raised by the Department staff, namely,
survey consistency and survey fatigue resulting in fewer respondents.

54. With regards to survey consistency, it has been acknowledged that while changes to
the survey may require a review of the current approach and may impact future reporting for
one biennium, they may also improve the feedback quality and monitoring to identify areas
for improvement in a timely manner.

To address the survey fatigue, the evaluation team has provided a brief 
clarification in Annex VIII, outlining strategies to mitigate survey fatigue. 

55. In addition, the evaluation team emphasizes the importance of systemic real-time client
feedback to enable management to track service performance and make timely
improvements.  Currently, the survey is conducted biennially, which may result in a decrease
in feedback accuracy due to time lapse and difficulty in reaching respondents.

Recommendation 

1. In coordination with the Customer Experience Section, the Department should
review the frequency and length of the existing customer satisfaction survey,
improving the means to provide real-time client feedback systematically.

(Priority:  Medium) 

(iii) Is customer foresight considered a fundamental aspect of the PCT’s
organizational culture?

56. Overall, customer foresight is a fundamental aspect of the PTS culture of customer
service, and to better understand the needs of potential customers, some business areas are
exploring new markets and improving products based on user feedback.  The Department
has improved its website, the PCT Applicant’s Guide (eGuide),24 and PCT Newsletter based
on feedback.

57. The Department assists IP offices’ customers through technical support, capacity-
building activities, and developing new tools and projects.  It regularly reviews its services
and explores new ideas to remain relevant to customers.  By analyzing user feedback, the
Department identifies potential areas for future action, delivering long-term improvements to
the system and customer service.

58. The Department has demonstrated its commitment in keeping users informed through
the following information resources:

(a) The WIPO PCT website section with guidance for new users;

(b) “Highlights” section of the website which is aimed at a particular subset of users
(lawyers and managers);  and

(c) The PCT Newsletter and PCT Yearly Reviews.

24  https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/guide/index.html 
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59. The Department also informs existing and potential users about PCT via webinars and
presentations at the national and international levels, in all relevant PCT languages.

60. According to focus groups and interviews, some of the information resources provided
by the Department are tailored to specific audiences.  For instance, the PCT Highlights are
developed for lawyers and managers.  As a result, it is not expected that all PCT customers
will have subscribed to these resources.

Figure 10:  Used PCT Information resources in the last 12 months preceding the 
2023/24 PCT User Satisfaction Survey (in % out of 1759 responses suitable for 
analysis) 

Source: 2023/24 PCT User Satisfaction Survey Results 

61. In view of the findings and lessons learned gathered during the data collection process
and analysis, the verification suggests the following actions to improve the customer
foresight activities:

A. Evaluate which information resources would be relevant to customers not
receiving the PCT Newsletter or Highlights (70 to 80 per cent of potential
customers);

B. Collaborate with specialized marketing and communication experts to
develop a comprehensive customer foresight strategy, including
communication plan and products.  Additionally, it is suggested that newly
redesigned products undergo testing to identify the most effective approach
to reach existing and potential customers;

C. Request feedback on these information resources only from the users of
these products to avoid misleading statistical data;  and

D. Improve the existing newsletter:  Although aimed at a limited number of
clients, some issues of the PCT Newsletter are quite lengthy, spanning
more than 15 pages.  Annex IX identifies some effective practices for
newsletters that could be considered.
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(B) EFFECTIVENESS: STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

(I) Does the PCT customer service culture align with WIPO’s Strategic
Goals and Expected Results?

62. The Department’s reported activities of customer service are in line with the WIPO’s
Strategic Goals and objectives and contribute to the WIPO’s Strategic Goals 3 and 4, as
depicted in Figure 11.

Figure 11:  PCT Culture of Customer Service Results Framework 

Source:  WIPO Program of Work and Budget 2022/2023 

63. The culture of customer service within the PCT system is monitored through key
performance indicators (KPIs).  The primary KPI is the level of satisfaction expressed by
WIPO’s global IP system users with WIPO’s services.

64. Over time, the PCT culture has placed emphasis on customer satisfaction while also
aligning with the legal framework of PCT, the WIPO administration, the PCT Contracting
States, and WIPO’s core value of service orientation.

65. The focus on service orientation in WIPO as an organization and PTS as a sector is
characterized by "anticipating, understanding, and effectively addressing business needs
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while providing high-quality services that meet the needs of its customers to the highest 
standards of organizational delivery”.25  

66. Service orientation is achieved by the Department balancing legal requirements and
customer demands, particularly by showing service orientation and through various means
such as PCT Working Groups, surveys, national consultations, and technical assistance
activities, among others, all of which allow for an understanding of the needs of service
recipients.

67. While 90 per cent of surveyed PCT users were satisfied26 with the PCT customer
service, the verification found that activities and contributions to customer service are spread
thinly across various workplans.

68. As a result, there is room for improvement in measuring and reporting contributions
towards a customer service culture.  For instance, the Department is currently collaborating
with the WIPO Academy’s Internal Training Program to enhance the customer service skills
of the Department’s staff.

Recommendation 
2. In collaboration with the PCT Services Department, the Department should (i)

develop an impact framework, such as a theory of change, to establish clear
linkages between initiatives aimed at enhancing a culture of customer service and
their contribution to customer satisfaction; and (ii) set SMART performance
measures to monitor the effectiveness of the training in enhancing the
Department’s customer service culture.

(Priority:  Medium) 

(ii) Is the adoption of a customer service culture ingrained within each
individual, team, and business area?

69. The Department has an implicit strategy in place, and all staff are working towards
delivering a higher level of user satisfaction.  However, it is imperative that this implicit
strategy be documented to mitigate the risks of loss of institutional memory, a lack of
guidance for the organization's culture, underreporting of contributions, inconsistent
approaches to customer service, and a lack of standardization in customer participation,
metrics, and strategy communication plans.

Recommendation 
3. In collaboration with the PCT Services Department, the Department should

document the customer strategy to ensure a clear and concise understanding of
the Organization's culture of customer service goals and objectives across the
board and a standardized approach to measuring and communicating these goals
and objectives.

(Priority:  Medium) 

25  WIPO Core Values and Organizational Competencies, 
https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/erecruitment/en/pdf/core_values_and_competencies.pdf 
26  2023/2024 PCT User Satisfaction Survey: Summary, Geneva, January 2024, 
https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/pct/en/docs/activity/pct-user-survey-2023-2024.pdf 
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(iii) Are the Department’s staff getting adequate customer service
strategic guidance?

70. Overall, the staff at the Department are committed to WIPO's core value of "Showing
Service Orientation"27 by anticipating and addressing business needs effectively and
delivering services of high quality, as highlighted in the PCT survey results 2021/2022.  The
feedback received from the PCT users through its customer survey may serve as evidence
that the Department is providing adequate guidance to the staff.28

71. Figure 12 shows the existing PCT LURD internal culture of customer service.

Source:  PCT Legal and User Relations Division, WIPO 

27  WIPO Core Values and Organizational Competencies, 
https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/erecruitment/en/pdf/core_values_and_competencies.pdf 
28  WIPO, PCT 2021/2022 PCT User Satisfaction Survey: Summary, Geneva, May 2023, 
https://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/pct/en/docs/activity/pct-user-survey-2021-2022.pdf 

Figure 12:  PCT LURD internal culture of customer service 
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(C) EFFICIENCY

(i) How does the Department identify good practices and lessons learned
from its partners?

72. Through effective interaction, collaboration and engagement with relevant
stakeholders, WIPO aims to raise awareness about the value of IP protection for innovation
and creativity, essential for addressing global challenges.29

73. The Department monitors similar organizations and shares information with relevant
WIPO business areas to identify new risks and learn lessons.  The discussions typically
focus on the strengths and weaknesses of the PCT system as a whole or WIPO’s place
within it.

Looking forward, it would be advantageous to adopt a more systematic and unified 
approach across the Department to establish and identify best practices and 
lessons learned, particularly concerning innovative customer services or products. 

(ii) How does the Department identify good practices and lessons learned
from other business areas and Sectors?

74. First steps along the path to ‘Working As One’ across and within Sectors and breaking
the ‘silo’ mentality have been taken.30  The Coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic brought
about significant changes in the way WIPO works and collaborates, and this affected PTS as
well.  To continue providing services, the Department had to quickly adapt and automate its
processes, such as using ePCT for remote service provision.  This new way of working
opened new opportunities for learning and keeping teams agile.  However, it also requires
new collaboration approaches, especially for cross-sectoral collaboration, to ensure the
uninterrupted continuation of the PCT services.

75. Under the new WIPO leadership since 2020, there has been an increase in cross-
sectoral collaboration on initiatives such as digitalization, infrastructure improvements, and
staff training initiatives that span multiple Sectors.  In addition, the Department closely
collaborates with the Customer Experience Section on the customer satisfaction survey
development and data gathering.  The Department team frequently engages with colleagues
from other relevant Sectors through joint outreach events, regular meetings, and email
communications.

76. The Department actively supports its colleagues by providing the team with essential
knowledge sharing tools such as the PCT Legal Issues database, which was developed and
is maintained by the Department.  The PCT Legal Issues database is a reliable repository
that helps the Department’s staff ensure that responses they provide to customers are
complete, accurate, and consistent with past precedent.

77. While the existing initiatives are commendable, the following actions could be
implemented to improve collaboration:

29  WIPO Risk Appetite Statement, Program and Budget Committee, Thirty-Fourth Session, Geneva, June 27 to 
July 1, 2022, document WP/PBC/34/13, Geneva, Switzerland 
30  WIPO (WO/CC/82/INF/1), Annual Report on Human Resources, WIPO Coordination Committee,  
Eighty-Second (54th Ordinary) Session, Geneva, July 6 to 14, 2023 
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Recommendation 
4. The Department should:

a. Have a specific, easily accessible, and shared with other business areas repository
for preserving institutional memory and sharing customer service lessons learned
and good practices on gathering customer satisfaction metrics data, assessing the
impact of a customer service culture on customer satisfaction, among others.

b. Create more opportunities for continuing knowledge-sharing across WIPO business
areas and sectors by (i) engaging relevant WIPO staff collaborating with the
Department in PCT customer service conferences and workshops; (ii) setting up
communities of practice to exchange lessons and good practices on customer
service; (iii) identifying experts who can act as bridges between business areas and
sectors to facilitate knowledge-sharing across teams.

(Priority:  Medium) 

(iii) Is the Department’s resource management aligned with fostering a
customer service culture?

78. The Department was allocated a total budget of 48,121,603 Swiss francs between
2020 and 2023, with 83 per cent earmarked for personnel and 17 per cent for non-personnel
expenditures.

79. For the year 2023, the Department was allocated a budget of 12,629,078 Swiss francs,
and a budget utilization rate was 85 per cent.

PCT Legal and International Affairs Department31 2023 Budget and Actuals in Swiss francs 
Budget Actuals 

PCT LURD PCT ICD PCT BDD PCT LURD PCT ICD PCT BDD 
Personnel 
Resources 5,473,800 2,515,775 1,949,000 4,768,340 2,376,598 2,103,352 

Non-Personnel 
Resources 647,941 810,340 1,232,222 251,232 263,333 1,001,587 

Total per Division 6,121,741 3,326,115 3,181,222 5,019,572 2,639,931 3,104,939 
Total Budget 12,629,078 
Total Actuals, as 
of December 31, 
2023 

10,764,442 

80. While a documented customer service strategy is yet to be developed, the Department
has continuously operated and developed initiatives to contribute to a culture of customer
service.  The Department allocated earmarked funds with a focus on three key areas:

(a) Meeting customer expectations and informing them of progress and setbacks;

(b) Gathering customer insights such as feedback through surveys and
consultations, as well as product testing;  and

31  At the time of the verification, the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department consisted of the PCT Legal 
and User Relations Division (PCT LURD), PCT International Cooperation Division (PCT ICD) and the PCT 
Business Development Division (PCT BDD). 
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(c) Collaboration with its customers by providing training and technical assistance to
build the capacity of the PCT users and potential users.

(iv) How can the Department demonstrate adaptability while upholding its
commitment to its customers and its staff?

81. At the beginning of the verification, the Department comprised 45 regular employees.
Overall, 52 per cent of the regular staff (23 individuals) have been employed by the
Department for more than two decades.

82. A majority of the regular staff members (27 employees or 61 per cent) at the
Department are aged above 50 years.  Consequently, the Department is likely to witness
retirements of the same proportion in the next 10-15 years, as illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13:  Staff age distribution in 2022 

Source: WIPO HRMD Business Intelligence Dashboard, Staff Headcount, December 2022. 

83. Furthermore, the Department’s staff should possess not only the necessary experience
but also customer-focused qualities such as empathy, friendliness, and problem-solving
skills.  Upon review of several PCT job descriptions, it was found that not all align with these
customer-centric principles,32  and only a few referenced the importance of delivering high-
level customer service to users.

Recommendations 
5. The Department, in collaboration with HRMD, should update the job descriptions of

existing staff and ensure that job descriptions of new staff reflect the Organization's
commitment to customer service.

(Priority:  Medium) 

6. The Department, in collaboration with HRMD, should improve the existing HR
contingency plan, which should include concrete actions (i) to establish expert
pools readily available when necessary to fill in gaps due to staff turnover or
mobility;  and (ii) to seamlessly integrate new team members into the PCT's
customer service culture.

32  D. L. Yohn, 6 Ways to Build a Customer Centric Culture, Customer Centricity, Harvard Business Review, 
October 2, 2018 
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(Priority:  Medium) 

84. The evaluation team noted that the Department and WIPO Academy are working jointly
on upgrading existing staff skills.  This is particularly important for 82 per cent of
Department’s staff, as depicted in Figure 14, who have been in the Organization for more
than 10 years.

Figure 14:  The Department’s Staff Length of Service Distribution in 2022 

Source:  WIPO Business Intelligence Database, June 2023 

85. To enhance the customer service skills of the PCT staff, the Department received
support from HRMD and WIPO Academy with 14 customer service courses made available
on Linkedin, between 2022 and 2023.  One of the courses is "Become a customer service
specialist", which includes a follow-up session by the Department from three to six months
later to validate the implementation of knowledge and skills acquired during the online and
face-to-face training.

86. The WIPO Academy also developed a tailored customer service training for the PCT
staff, which was successfully delivered in October 2023, with a follow-up session in January
2024.

87. At the PCT’s request, the WIPO Academy will design a customer orientation training
specifically for the Department, scheduled for delivery in 2024 - early 2025.

88. WIPO is actively promoting motivation and flexibility by offering opportunities for staff
mobility across relevant Sectors.  Increased mobility can uplift morale, enhance job
satisfaction, boost employee engagement, and improve overall performance. With the right
planning and support, mobility can become a reality for the Department’s staff looking to
explore new opportunities within WIPO.

The possibility of mobility is a solution to support staff with lateral moves.  
However, for the Department to provide high-quality services with the right level of 
expertise in customer service, it is imperative to strike a balance between retaining 
experienced and knowledgeable staff and offering career development 
opportunities within their business areas rather than constantly training new 
recruits with short-term contracts.  Achieving this balance is crucial for the success 
of the Department in delivering quality services to its clients. 
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. In coordination with the Customer Experience Section, the Department should
review the frequency and length of the existing customer satisfaction survey,
improving the means to provide real-time client feedback systematically.

(Priority: Medium) 

2. In collaboration with the PCT Services Department, the Department should (i)
develop an impact framework, such as a theory of change, to establish clear
linkages between initiatives aimed at enhancing a culture of customer service and
their contribution to customer satisfaction; and (ii) set SMART performance
measures to monitor the effectiveness of the training in enhancing the
Department’s customer service culture.

(Priority: Medium) 

3. In collaboration with the PCT Services Department, the Department should
document the customer strategy to ensure a clear and concise understanding of
the Organization's culture of customer service goals and objectives across the
board and a standardized approach to measuring and communicating these goals
and objectives.

(Priority: Medium) 

4. The Department should:
a. Have a specific, easily accessible, and shared with other business areas repository

for preserving institutional memory and sharing customer service lessons learned
and good practices on gathering customer satisfaction metrics data, assessing the
impact of a customer service culture on customer satisfaction, among others.

b. Create more opportunities for continuing knowledge-sharing across WIPO business
areas and sectors by (i) engaging relevant WIPO staff collaborating with the
Department in the PCT customer service conferences and workshops; (ii) setting
up communities of practice to exchange lessons and good practices on customer
service; (iii) identifying experts who can act as bridges between business areas and
sectors to facilitate knowledge-sharing across teams.

(Priority:  Medium) 

5. The Department, in collaboration with HRMD, should update the job descriptions of
existing staff and ensure that job descriptions of new staff reflect the Organization's
commitment to customer service.

(Priority:  Medium) 

6. The Department, in collaboration with HRMD, should improve the existing HR
contingency plan, which should include concrete actions (i) to establish expert
pools readily available when necessary to fill in gaps due to staff turnover or
mobility; and (ii) to seamlessly integrate new team members into the PCT's
customer service culture.

(Priority:  Medium) 
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TABLE OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

No Recommendations Priority Person(s) 
Responsible 

Other 
Stakeholder(S) 

Management Action Plan Deadline 

1. In coordination with the Customer 
Experience Section, the Department 
should review the frequency and length of 
the existing customer satisfaction survey, 
improving the means to provide real-time 
client feedback systematically. 

Medium 
Senior
Legal Information 
Officer, PCT 
LURD 

PCT LIAD, 
Customer 
Experience Section 

i) Review the length and frequency of the
PCT User Survey
ii) Evaluate mechanisms for obtaining
real-time feedback from PCT users after 
contact with PCTLURD colleagues in 
various capacities  

Q2 2025 (before 
starting preparations 
for the next Survey) 

2. In collaboration with the PCT Services 
Department, the Department should (i) 
develop an impact framework, such as a 
theory of change, to establish clear 
linkages between initiatives aimed at 
enhancing a culture of customer service 
and their contribution to customer 
satisfaction; and (ii) set SMART 
performance measures to monitor the 
effectiveness of the training in enhancing 
the PCT’s customer service culture. 

Medium Director PCT 
LURD 

PCT LIAD, PCT 
Services 
Department  

i) Develop an impact framework, with
input from other PCT areas (ICD
and PCT Services Department)
ii) Develop:  SMART performance
measure

Q4, 2025 

3. In collaboration with the PCT Services 
Department, the Department should 
document the PCT’s customer strategy to 
ensure a clear and concise understanding 
of the Organization's culture of customer 
service goals and objectives across the 
board and a standardized approach to 
measuring and communicating these 
goals and objectives. 

Medium Director PCT 
LURD 

PCT LIAD, PCT 
Services 
Department, 
Customer 
Experience Section 

i) Develop a draft PCT Customer
Strategy
ii) Consult PCT staff and PCT
management on the draft strategy
iii) Adopt the strategy
iv) Continuously monitor and review the
customer service strategy.

Q4, 2025 
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4. The Department should: 

a. Have a specific, easily accessible,
and shared with other business
areas repository for preserving
institutional memory and sharing
customer service lessons learned
and good practices on gathering
customer satisfaction metrics
data, assessing the impact of a
customer service culture on
customer satisfaction, among
others.

b. Create more opportunities for
continuing knowledge-sharing
across WIPO business areas and
sectors by (i) engaging relevant
WIPO staff collaborating with the
Department in PCT customer
service conferences and
workshops; (ii) setting up
communities of practice to
exchange lessons and good
practices on customer service; (iii)
identifying experts who can act as
bridges between business areas
and sectors to facilitate
knowledge-sharing across teams.

Medium Director PCT 
LURD 

PCT LIAD, PCT 
Services 
Department and 
other areas across 
WIPO, as relevant 

Repository Development 
i) Create the indicated shared repository
(can be a document management
system, a knowledge management tool,
or even a simple file-sharing platform.
Store relevant documents, presentations,
and other materials related to customer
service)
ii) Study and evaluate examples of
similar repositories used in practice
iii) Draft terms of reference and business
requirements for the indicated repository
iv) Collaborate with other relevant areas,
as appropriate, in the development and
testing of the repository

Knowledge sharing support actions 
i) Establish a team on knowledge-sharing
practices
ii) Collaboratively brainstorm about:

• opportunities to engage non-PCT
staff in PCT customer service
conferences and workshops;

• establishing internal customer
service-related communities of
practice; and

• identification of “bridge” focal
points for the purpose of
facilitating knowledge-sharing

Implement the best and most feasible 
ideas. 

Q4, 2025, subject to 
the support from 
relevant areas 

5. The Department, in collaboration with 
HRMD, should update the job descriptions 
of existing staff and ensure that job 
descriptions of new staff reflect the 

Medium Director PCT 
LURD 

HRMD With the support from HRMD ensure staff 
members' job descriptions reflect the 
current customer service-related needs 
and goals of the organization and the 
PCT. 

Q4, 2025 
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Organization's commitment to customer 
service. 

6. The Department, in collaboration with 
HRMD, should improve the existing HR 
contingency plan, which should include 
concrete actions (i) to establish expert 
pools readily available when necessary to 
fill in gaps due to staff turnover or mobility; 
and (ii) to seamlessly integrate new team 
members into the PCT's customer service 
culture. 

Medium Director PCT 
LURD 

HRMD With the support from HRMD: 
i) review existing HR contingency plan
ii) create expertise rosters for use during
mobility or turnover.

Once the new PCT customer service 
strategy has been agreed, create training 
materials for integration of new team 
members into PCT’s customer service 
culture. 

Q4, 2025 

[Annexes follow]
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ANNEXES 
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ANNEX I: VERIFICATION TOR 

Final ToRs 
VERIFICATION PCT Le 

[Annex II follows] 
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ANNEX II: REFERENCE LIST DESK REVIEW 

1. Kumar and Werner Reinartz, Customers Relationship Management Concept, Strategy, and
Tools, 3rd ed. 2018, Springer Texts in Business and Economics, Atlanta, USA, and Koeln,
Germany

2. WIPO PCT Document on How PCT at WIPO (IB) created a strong culture of customer service.
3. The Innovation Toolkit on Enabling Environment Scan, United Nations.  Dr Linden R. Brown

and Chris L. Brown: The customer culture imperative: A leader's guide to driving superior
performance, McGraw-Hill Education, New York, United States, 2014

4. WIPO, Internal Organization of WIPO: PCT Services and PCT Legal and International Affairs
Departments in the Patents and Technology Sector, No. 18/2023, General distribution, May 16,
2023

5. WIPO, 2022 Mid-Year Review, Patent and Technology Sector (PTS), 2022 Mid-Year Workplan
Review, June 7 & 8 2022

6. WIPO, PCT Newsletter, No. 10/2021, October 2021
7. WIPO, PCT Newsletter, No. 06/2021, June 2023
8. WIPO PCT, 2021/2022 PCT User Satisfaction Survey: Summary, May 2023, Geneva
9. WIPO PPBD, Measuring the Impact of Skills Acquisition Initiatives- Reaction (Level 1) -

Customer Satisfaction Framework and Data Collection Mechanism
10. WIPO, PCT User Satisfaction Survey
11. WIPO PCT, Summary of 2019.2020 PCT Satisfaction Survey Results, November 2020,

Geneva
12. WIPO PCT, PCT User Survey 2017 – PCT Working Group Eleventh Session, June 18-22,

2018, Geneva.
13. WIPO PCT, PCT User Survey, Working group, Ninth Session, May 17-20, 2016, Geneva.
14. WIPO PCT, PCT User Survey, October 1, 2008 – January 31, 2009
15. WIPO PCT, PCT USS sample and survey data processing (Picture)
16. WIPO PCT, PCT Office Survey Report 2020-2021, December 2022
17. WIPO PCT, Patent Cooperation Treaty Yearly Review 2019, The International Paten System,

2019. Geneva, Switzerland
18. WIPO PCT, 2021/2022 PCT User Satisfaction Survey – Parts concerning ePCT, May 2022,

Geneva
19. WIPO PCT email invitation to WIPO 2021 PCT User Satisfaction Survey
20. WIPO Mission Reports by Country or Regional Organization,

https://intranet.wipo.int/homepages/pct_portal/en/mission_reports/mission_reports_archive.html
21. PCT Meeting Documents and Meeting Reports Collection,

https://intranet.wipo.int/homepages/pct_portal/en/pct_reports/pct_meeting_reports_collection.ht
ml

22. PCT Circulars, https://intranet.wipo.int/homepages/pct_portal/en/circulars/circulars.html
23. WIPO PCT, PCT Office Feedback Survey Report 2018-2019, October 26, 2020
24. WIPO PCT, PCT Office Feedback Survey Report of Results 2016-2017, November 27, 2018
25. WIPO PCT, PCT Office Feedback Survey Report of Results 2014-2015, June 23, 2016
26. WIPO PCT, PCT Office Feedback Survey Quick Summary 2010-2012
27. WIPO PCT, PCT Office Feedback Survey 2011 – Report of Results, June 12, 2012
28. WIPO PCT, PCT Office Feedback Survey 2010 – Report of Results, June 3, 2011
29. WIPO PCT, Annual 2021 report, PCT legal and user relations division
30. WIPO PCT, Annual 2022 report, PCT legal and user relations division
31. WIPO PCT, Annual 2022 report summary, PCT legal and user relations division
32. Warning: Requests for Payment of Fees, https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/warning/pct_warning.html
33. Matthew Bryan, How PCT at WIPO (IB) created a strong culture of customer service.
34. List of NGOs with which we manage relations in PCT.
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ANNEX III: CULTURE OF CUSTOMER SERVICE SURVEY 

The survey attached is the version agreed with the Department’s team. The survey was distributed 
only to relevant staff in the Department. Overall 13 PCT staff member were invited to participate in 
this survey.  

Final survey agreed 
with PCT.pdf

[Annex IV follows] 
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ANNEX IV – DEFINITIONS 

1. Customer culture is embraced by every individual, team, and business area.  A customer
culture embodies shared values across the entire business that translate into behaviors in
all functions aligned and committed to creating superior value for customers in a
profitable way.  A strong customer culture delivers a customer experience that is
consistently excellent along the whole service chain.  The ultimate aim is to have the
customer make your business the center for everything they do for your particular
offering.

2. Customer experience: WIPO focuses on the development of an Organization-wide
customer experience strategy and road map for its implementation and improving the
brand experience of WIPO stakeholders and customers by, among other things:
leveraging new technologies and automation to enhance customers' experience,
gathering the voice of the customers through multiple channels and creating actionable
insights for improving customers experiences and loyalty to WIPO and optimizing WIPO's
marketing outreach through analytics and enhanced targeting.

3. Customer Relationships outline the relationship established and maintained with each
customer segment.  They explain how customers are acquired and retained.

4. Customer Segments are the groups of people and/or organizations a company or
organization aims to reach and create value for with a dedicated value proposition.

5. Customers' value is critical to customer relations management.  It refers to the economic
value of the customer's relationship with the organization, expressed as a contribution
margin or net profit.  But customers are different, and so are their judgments.  Hence,
when we refer to the value of customers, we refer to the perceived customers' value,
which can be deconstructed into the perceived benefits and perceived costs.

6. Impact: The extent to which the intervention has generated or is expected to generate
significant positive or negative, intended, or unintended, higher-level effects.  Note:
Impact addresses the intervention's ultimate significance and potentially transformative
effects.  It seeks to identify the intervention's social, environmental, and economic effects
that are longer-term or broader in scope than those already captured under the
effectiveness criterion.  Beyond the immediate results, this criterion seeks to capture the
intervention's indirect, secondary, and potential consequences.  It does so by examining
the holistic and enduring changes in systems or norms and potential effects on people's
well-being, human rights, gender equality, and the environment.

7. Activity: Actions taken, or work performed through which inputs, such as funds, technical
assistance, and other types of resources, are mobilized to produce specific outputs.

[Annex V follows] 
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ANNEX V – SAMPLE LETTER TO ENCOURAGE CUSTOMERS TO PARTICIPATE IN A 
SATISFACTION SURVEY 

Dear NAME, 

I am Lisa Jorgenson, WIPO Deputy Director General; I would like to express our gratitude for 
choosing WIPO PCT services. 

Our foremost commitment is to ensure that your experience with WIPO is a positive one, and we 
are always looking for ways to improve.  
Therefore, we invite you to participate in a X minutes survey.  
Your honest input is really valuable to us and will remain strictly confidential. 

To participate, please click on your personal link provided below.  
Your link will remain active for 10 days, so please don't miss this opportunity. 

As a token of our appreciation, WIPO will publish the best idea for improvement in our upcoming 
WIPO PCT Newsletter.  

If you need any further information, please do not hesitate to contact us at: wipo.uss@berent.com 

Thank you for choosing WIPO PCT services and being part of our mission to improve our services 
continuously.  

Best regards,  

 ADD A SMALL PICTURE OF THE  
PERSON SENDING THE MESSAGE. 

Lisa       
WIPO Deputy Director General 

 [Annex VI follows] 
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ANNEX VI - CLARIFICATION ON THE NUDGES 

[Annex VII follows] 
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ANNEX VII - WHY THIS NUDGE? 

[Annex VIII follows] 
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ANNEX VIII - STRATEGIES TO REDUCE SURVEY FATIGUE 

Do you ever feel like you are drowning in surveys? We get it - you're not alone! In today's world, 
clients are bombarded with requests for opinions on everything from WIPO services to social media 
platforms. But did you know this can lead to "survey fatigue"? This happens when people become 
tired of answering too many surveys, and their responses become biased or negative. 

Despite survey fatigue, surveys are still incredibly useful for gathering customer feedback and 
improving our services. So, how can we find the right balance and ensure that our surveys do not 
contribute to fatigue? Here are some tips that can help: 

Incentives: First, think about what will motivate your clients to participate. A reward system where 
clients feel inspired to complete surveys would help. But rewards don't have to be financial - 
knowing their feedback is being used to improve WIPO services can also be incredibly motivating. 
You can inform clients through stories on what improvements have resulted from the feedback and 
how this has helped other clients. The information can be shared via a newsletter, the WIPO 
website, or any other communication channel. 

Attention: Keep your survey short and sweet. We all have short attention spans, and clients are 
more likely to respond to a survey that will take little time. Make sure to use clear, simple language 
and avoid complicated matrix questions. A progress bar can reduce uncertainty and inform 
respondents how long it will take to complete the survey. 

Timing: It is recommended that the survey be sent as soon as possible after the service has been 
provided. This increases the response rates and ensures that clients' experiences are still fresh in 
their minds, allowing them to provide more specific feedback. It is advisable to avoid asking for 
feedback on all the services provided in a single survey, as clients may not have used all the 
services offered, resulting in an unnecessarily long survey. Instead, it is recommended to add real-
time surveys to each service. For instance, when publishing a newsletter on the WIPO website, it is 
recommended that you seek feedback from users immediately after they have read the newsletter 
rather than waiting two years to ask how they found the newsletter. Users can be provided with a 
one to two-question rating system to assess the usefulness of the newsletter and give any ideas for 
improvement. This approach will enable you to gain specific feedback and improve the quality of 
your services. 

By following these tips, we can ensure that our surveys are effective engaging, and do not 
contribute to survey fatigue. 

[Annex IX follows] 
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ANNEX IX - WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM THE PCT NEWSLETTER? 

The following uptakes on the PCT Newsletter are also valid for other PCT information resources. 

• Tailoring the content and format of PCT information material is crucial to meet the diverse
needs of different user groups. While paralegal users may be interested in the current
Newsletter with legal specificities, other users may require different information. However,
expecting current staff to undertake the customization process is unrealistic, as this would
require significant time investment and may affect their other responsibilities. Therefore, the
Department would benefit from creating a digital newsletter version customized for different
user groups.

• The primary aim of the PCT Newsletter is to disseminate important information to a specific
group of the PCT users rather than to expand readership. However, there may be more
effective ways to communicate the information than a 19-page newsletter. Therefore, it is
recommended to have a concise newsletter that provides further reading options and links for
readers seeking more in-depth information. The Newsletter should feature stories that resonate
with its users. Training the staff on designing the Newsletter's appearance and content,
including using nudges to attract both existing and new PCT users, would be highly beneficial.

• The current Newsletter titles and information could benefit from reframing, as the current titles
may not persuade readers. Adding graphics and pictures wherever possible could also make
the Newsletter more visually appealing and facilitate readership.

• To increase the number of Newsletter subscribers, it is recommended to nudge existing and
potential users through all outreach programs. Adding the Newsletter registration link to every
PCT presentation, webinar, training session, and other outreach platform would make the
Newsletter more salient to users.

• Finally, while the Department deals with legal and technical issues, simplification techniques
such as using plain English and avoiding complex legal terms would make the Newsletter
easier to understand and more accessible. Including a section that informs users of how their
feedback has improved processes, practices, or tools would also demonstrate responsiveness
to user needs and feedback.

[End of Annexes and of document] 
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DEFINITIONS USED 


 
Customer culture is embraced by every individual, team, and business unit.  A customer culture embodies 
shared values across the entire business that translate into behaviors in all functions aligned and committed to 
creating superior value for customers in a profitable way.  A strong customer culture delivers a customer 
experience that is consistently excellent along the whole service chain.  The ultimate aim is to have the customer 
make your business the center for everything they do for your particular offering.1  
 
Customer experience: WIPO focuses on the development of an Organization-wide customer experience 
strategy and road map for its implementation and improving the brand experience of WIPO stakeholders and 
customers by, among other things: leveraging new technologies and automation to enhance customers' 
experience, gathering the voice of the customers through multiple channels and creating actionable insights for 
improving customers experiences and loyalty to WIPO and optimizing WIPO's marketing outreach through 
analytics and enhanced targeting.2 
 
Customer Relationships outline the relationship established and maintained with each customer segment.  
They explain how customers are acquired and retained.3 
 
Customer Segments are the groups of people and/or organizations a company or organization aims to reach 
and create value for with a dedicated value proposition.4 
 
Customers' value is critical to customer relations management.  It refers to the economic value of the 
customer's relationship with the organization, expressed as a contribution margin or net profit.  But customers 
are different, and so are their judgments.  Hence, when we refer to the value of customers, we refer to the 
perceived customers' value, which can be deconstructed into the perceived benefits and perceived costs.5 
 
Key partnerships show the network of suppliers and partners that bring in external resources and activities.6 
 
The impact pathway explains how the activities undertaken by an intervention (e.g., project, policy, or program)  
contribute to a chain of results (output, outcome, impact) that lead to the intended or effects observed. 7 
 
Impact: The extent to which the intervention has generated or is expected to generate significant positive or 
negative, intended or unintended, higher-level effects.  Note: Impact addresses the intervention's ultimate 
significance and potentially transformative effects.  It seeks to identify the intervention's social, environmental, 
and economic effects that are longer-term or broader in scope than those already captured under the 
effectiveness criterion.  Beyond the immediate results, this criterion seeks to capture the intervention's indirect, 
secondary, and potential consequences.  It does so by examining the holistic and enduring changes in systems 
or norms and potential effects on people's well-being, human rights, gender equality, and the environment.8 
 
Activity: Actions taken or work performed through which inputs, such as funds, technical assistance, and other 
types of resources, are mobilized to produce specific outputs. 
 
 
  


 
1 Dr. Linden R. Brown and Chris L. Brown, The customer culture imperative:  A leader’s guide to driving superior performance (NY: McGraw-
Hill, 2014), p. XXX. 
2  WIPO Program of Work and Budget for 2022/23 Page 47 
3 A. Osterwalder, Y. Pigneur, A. Smith, G. Bernarda, and P. Papadakos, Value Proposition Design (NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2014) 
4 Ibid. 
5 V. Kumar and Werner Reinartz, Customers Relationship Management Concept, Strategy, and Tools, 3rd ed. 2018, Springer Texts in 
Business and Economics, Atlanta, USA and Koeln, Germany 
6 Osterwalder, op cit. 
7 https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/resources/guide/theory_of_change 
8 https://www.oecd.org/dac/evaluation/revised-evaluation-criteria-dec-2019.pdf 
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1. INTRODUCTION 


1. The WIPO Internal Oversight Division (IOD) 's Plan for 2022 foresees conducting a combined audit and 
verification of the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department and the PCT Operations Division (hereafter, 
the business units) – Customer Culture during the last quarter of 2022 and February 2023.  This proposal 
followed IOD's risk assessment and discussions with WIPO Senior Management, Member States, External 
Auditor, and the Independent Advisory Oversight Committee.  A memo announcing the joint audit and 
evaluationassignment was sent to the business units on August 18, 2022.  


2. The Audit and Verification Sections are working jointly in this assignment.  Still, to facilitate its undertaking, 
the Audit Section is the focal point for PCT Operations.  The Verification Section is the focal point for the PCT 
Legal and International Affairs Department.  It has prepared the present Terms of Reference (ToR) in 
collaboration with the IOD Audit Section.  This assignment evaluates their Customer Service Culture.  The 
results of this exercise will be presented in one report.  


3. The ToRs document provides an overview of the expectations from the assignment based on the 
agreement between IOD, the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department, and the PCT Operations Division.  
The present ToRs outline the exercise's purpose, objectives, scope, methodological approach, deliverables, and 
timeframe, which will guide the verification part of the joint exercise.  This document will be finalized in 
collaboration with the respective business units.  


4. The IOD Internal Audit Section leading this assignment has prepared a separate document for the audit 
component of the PCT Operations Division within the PCT Services Department.  The verification and audit team 
will coordinate the data collection, consultation, and reporting.  


 


2. BACKGROUND 


 
(A) AN OVERVIEW OF THE PCT LEGAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT 


5. The evaluation team will verify whether the existing PCT customer service culture is effectively 
implemented and aligned with the PCT's performance indicators and the WIPO MTSP 2022-2026.  The internal 
PCT document named "How PCT at WIPO (IB) created a strong customer service culture" has been used to 
prepare the present ToRs.  


6. The PCT Legal and International Affairs Department hereafter referred to as the Department, is 
responsible for the development of policies and the provision of strategic direction to preserve and strengthen 
the role of the PCT as the central node of the international patent system and to support the PCT system 
stakeholders, including the Member States, the customer community, intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organizations.9 The PCT Legal and International Affairs Department comprises the following divisions: 


 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
re 


 
9 As indicated in https://www.wipo.int/about-wipo/en/activities_by_unit/index.jsp?id=1036 


Figure 1: Structure of the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department 
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Figure 2: Legal and International Affairs Department Results Framework  


 
Source: Prepared by IOD, based on WIPO Intranet. 
 
7. The Department, through its work, contributes to the delivery of the following Strategic Goals and Expected 
Results, as depicted in Figure 2 below:  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Source: Data extracted from WIPO Business Intelligence Workplan Activity Listing 2022 


8. With the collaboration of the two business units, the verification will develop an impact pathway.  This 
impact pathway will define the different levels of results, the activities, and how these results unfold to contribute 
to WIPO's strategic pillars.  This impact pathway will include assumptions and risks enabling or hindering 
organizational performance.  The updated and agreed impact pathway will be used during this assignment.  The 
information below refers to the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department.  The audit unit has prepared a 
detailed document on the PCT Operations Division within the PCT Services Department.  


(a) The Department consists of 51 regular staff members.  WIPO allocated CHF 11,923,000 (CHF 
2,026,000 for non-staff costs and 9,895,000 personnel expenditure) for 2022.  As shown in Figure 3 
below, about 61 percent of the total budget has been earmarked for implementing two activities.  These 
two activities might be assessed in depth during the assignment because of their strategic importance.  
Provide current and potential PCT customers with PCT-related data and training necessary for informed 
strategic PCT use 


(b) Cooperate with, and support activities of the PCT Member States and countries interested in joining 
the PCT (developing and least developed countries; and countries in transition) 


9. If necessary, the consistency of budgetary allocations and expenditures will be reviewed and corrected 
during the assignment's design phase.   
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Figure 3: Budget Allocation 2022  for the PCT Legal and Customer Relations Division, PCT International Cooperation 
Division, and the PCT Business Development Division  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Source:  WIPO Business Intelligence Database – Budget Utilization, as of September 26, 2022 


 
(B) BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE LATEST STATUS OF THE WIPO CUSTOMER SERVICE 
STRATEGY  


10. WIPO has stressed in its MTSP 2022-2026 the importance of paying attention to the evolving needs of its 
customer segments and striving to ensure that its services continue to bring value to customers worldwide.  In 
this regard, the PCT has defined the success factors of its internal corporate culture of customer service and 
orientation in the document "How PCT at WIPO (IB) created a strong culture of customer service." A summary of 
the document is depicted in Figure 4. 


11. The PCT covers 157 states, as presented in figure 5 below. 
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Source: Patent Cooperation Treaty Legal and User Relations Division, WIPO 


Figure 5: PCT Coverage Today 


Source:  PCT overview, PCT Legal and International Affairs Department November 2022  


Figure 4: PCT internal culture of customer service  
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(C) AN OVERVIEW OF THE PCT OPERATIONS CUSTOMER SUPPORT SECTION 


12. The PCT Operations Customer Support Section located within the PCT Operations Division within the PCT 
Services Department provides the following services10: 


(a) Technical and procedural support for filers/applicants using: 


(i) ePCT Services (online service for filing and managing PCT applications) 


(ii) Strong authentication methods for ePCT customers: Push Notifications, App for one-time 
password, One-time password via SMS, and Digital Certificates. 


(iii) PCT-SAFE e-filing software 


(iv) DAS (Digital Access Service for priority documents) 


(b) Processing requests for WIPO digital certificates 


(c) General information on PCT e-filing 


(d) Assistance hub for PCT Receiving offices on e-filing issues 


(e) Procedural and technical support for PCT colleagues 


(f) Training provided for new PCT colleagues and refresher courses for other PCT colleagues 


(g) Promotion of ePCT with applicants not using (i.e., filing with PCT-SAFE or by paper) using 


(i) online training 


(ii) create promotional material 


13. To address their needs and deliver services in a customized manner, the Department has segmented its 
customers/potential customers into five categories, as depicted below in Figure 6.   


  


 
10 As presented in https://intranet.wipo.int/confluence/display/customerservice/ePCT+Operations+Customers+Support+Section 
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Figure 6: PCT Legal and International Affairs Department Customers Segmentation  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Source: Information provided by the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department, October 2022 


14. The business sector is the most critical contributor to PCT fees and represented 87.1 percent of the PCT 
applicants in 2021.  The remaining 12.9 percent comprise universities, individuals, and government entities, as 
depicted in Figure 7 below: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Source: PCT Overview, PCT Legal and International Affairs Department 


Figure 7: PCT Applicants 2021 
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15. Overall, each WIPO sector has considerable autonomy to manage customer relations and ultimately 
contribute to the Strategic Pillars.  Still, cross-sector activities, such as the automatic distribution system for 
systematically transferring the WIPO calls, are coordinated by the Customers Experience Section.  


16. While the WIPO MTSP 2022-2026 emphasized the importance of addressing customers' needs and 
improving services, an organizational-level strategy is unavailable.  IOD Internal Audit Section released in 2015 
an audit report of the Management of WIPO Customers Services that recommended developing a customer 
service strategy.  As of September 2022, it has been reported to the IOC that a Customers Service 
Transformation Program is currently being designed.  In view of this limitation, the evaluation team will verify how  
the customer service culture and its operational processes in the PCT can be further enhanced to effectively 
manage customer services and relations.   


 


3. WHY IS THIS AUDIT AND VERIFICATION USEFUL?  


17. As we know, there are two options for IP applicants to consider when seeking patent protection in other 
countries, namely:  


(a) Applying for patents in each of the member countries of the Paris Convention or  


(b) Filling patent applications through the PCT 


18. If the options for filing patent applications internationally are limited, why should WIPO and the PCT be 
concerned about customer relations and services?  Why should IOD even evaluate the PCT if there are no 
competitors for filing patent applications internationally?  Why does WIPO need to provide excellent customer 
service?  To answer these questions, more research would be required.   


19. Most research for customer services comes from competitive private sector markets but less from 
international organizations like WIPO.  In the current patent application filing market, customers might not have 
much choice if they want to file a patent application internationally than to come to WIPO.  So what would 
motivate WIPO to deliver excellent services and good customer relations? 


20. WIPO motivation could be explained through research demonstrating a clear linkage between client 
satisfaction, decreasing operating costs, and positively impacting profits.  Unsatisfied customers can increase 
costs because they will increase the number of complaints that need to be handled, and lengthy processing 
times can also increase dissatisfaction and create more costly procedures.  In addition, reputational losses are 
eager to avoid.  Among other reasons, organizations like WIPO need to be customer-centric.  


21. This is why this audit and verification are relevant and would benefit the Department, as this is the first 
time such an exercise will be undertaken.  It is timely in today's environment to focus more than ever on 
identifying opportunities or improvements in our customer-centric approach and to understand more than ever 
the needs of WIPO customers.  The audit verification could provide further insights to the Department regarding 
the effectiveness and efficiency of customer services and relations.  At the same time, it will identify lessons that 
could be useful for improving the PCT services further.  


4. WHAT WOULD BE THE SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE? 


22. The evaluation team will consult the Department to define the overall verification purpose focusing on 
adding value to the organization while being mindful of the environment in which it operates.  Considering WIPO 
is currently developing a customer service strategy, this exercise could assist the Department in identifying 
lessons learned and good practices and improve the path toward managing customer relations.  The analysis 
results could better prepare the Department to participate in the overall WIPO strategy design.  In terms of 
objectives, the verification will focus on two main objectives, as follows: 
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a) Verify whether the culture of customer service is effectively implemented and aligned with PCT's 
related performance objectives, expected results, and relevant strategic Pillars of the Organization's 
Medium-Term Strategic Plan; and 


 
b) Identify opportunities to enhance services and customer relations through adaptive learning and 


behavioral science. 
 
23. This verification will also contribute to learning from the existing PCT customer service culture.  When 
possible, identify areas where this culture can be strengthened and better services can be provided to users. 


24. The assignment will focus on advancing the PCT customer service culture rather than customer 
management.  "A customer culture is embraced by every individual, team, and business unit.  A customer 
culture embodies shared values across the entire business that translate into behaviors in all functions aligned 
and committed to creating superior value for customers in a profitable way.  A strong customer culture delivers a 
customer experience that is consistently excellent along the whole service chain.  The ultimate aim is to have the 
customer make your business the center for everything they do for your particular offering."11 


  


 
11 Dr. Linden R. Brown and Chris L. Brown:  The customer culture imperative:  A leader’s guide to driving superior 
performance, McGraw-Hill Education, New York, United States, 2014 
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5. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH  


25. Since creating and sustaining value for WIPO customers is a priority, this assignment will be undertaken in 
a three phases approach.   


  


 


 


 


Source: IOD Evaluation Section Proposal, September 2022 


(A) PHASE 1: DEFINING THE IMPACT PATHWAY OF THE PCT LEGAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT CUSTOMERS' SERVICE CULTURE 


26. Considering that a WIPO-wide customer relations strategy is currently being developed, the evaluation 
team will focus on the operational process to review a customer service culture and define the impact pathway 
for upgrading the customer service culture, if any, in collaboration with the entire Department staff members.  
The jointly defined impact pathway will serve as the basis for verifying the effectiveness of customer services 
and relations management in 2023.  


(B) PHASE 2:  INTERNAL VERIFICATION PROCESSES 


27. During this second phase, the verification will focus on verifying and assessing the culture of customer 
service, the alignment of organizational processes, the data and cross-cutting support provided to the PCT Legal 
and International Affairs Adepartment, and, where necessary, the PCT Operations Division within the PCT 
Services Department's efforts towards creating a culture of customer service.   


28. Creating a culture for customer service is a complex process that depends on many internal and external 
factors.  Given these complexities, the suggested Culture of Customer Service Scan will focus on seven 
categories and 38 factors, as depicted in figure 9.  The tool aims to assess each aspect that facilitates the 
creation of a culture that depends not only on the Department but also on its customers, staff, administration, 
and environment, among others.   


29. While the tool is very comprehensive and will require at least one staff hour to complete, the evaluation 
team strongly encourages staff who have significant direct contact with users to participate in the self-scanning 
and identify the cultural strengths and areas needing future improvement.   


30. The tool below has been customized to the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department's specific 
needs.  It covers the elements and principles of the PCT culture of customer service document.  The framework 
will be used as the basis for the verification desk research and self-assessment tool for relevant staff within the 
two business units.   


31. As part of the methodology, the verification section has defined the questions in Annex 3 that will support 
the verification desk research phase.  A detailed culture of customer service scanning tool has been prepared as 
part of the ToRs and can be found in Annex 2. 


  


Figure 8: Evaluation Phases 
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Figure 9:   Culture of Customer Service Scan Approach  


Source:.  Kumar and Werner Reinartz, Customers Relationship Management Concept, Strategy, and Tools, 3rd ed. 2018, 
Springer Texts in Business and Economics, Atlanta, USA, and Koeln, Germany.  WIPO PCT Document on How PCT at 
WIPO (IB) created a strong culture of customer service and the Innovation Toolkit on Enabling Environment Scan, United 
Nations.  Dr. Linden R. Brown and Chris L. Brown:  The customer culture imperative:  A leader's guide to driving superior 
performance, McGraw-Hill Education, New York, United States, 2014 


(C) LIMITATIONS AND MITIGATION STRATEGIES 


Limitations Mitigation Strategies 


The selection of staff and stakeholders to assess 
the culture needs to be unbias.  A biased staff 
selection can reduce the assignment's reliability and 
usefulness, reducing the opportunities for learning.  


Staff and stakeholders selection will need to be 
done objectively based on criteria agreed upon with 
IOD. 


The effectiveness of the assignment can be 
reduced by delaying the process unnecessarily. 


IOD will clarify the timeline and feedback timings to 
avoid unnecessary delays.  


Staff and stakeholders might not understand the 
tools and questions, which can jeopardize the 
assignment's results.  


IOD will customize the tools in collaboration with the 
business unit's focal points and test them in 
advance.  


Low-level participation of stakeholders and staff can 
reduce the effectiveness of the assignment.  


IOD will, in collaboration with PCT, identify 
strategies for increasing the levels of participation.  
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(D) PHASE 3: ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CUSTOMERS' 
RELATIONS MANAGEMENT FROM THE CUSTOMERS' AND PARTNERS' PERSPECTIVE 


32. Phase 3 will follow after the previous phases, forming the basis for the external analysis.  A more detailed 
description of Phase 3 will be provided using the analysis of Phases 1 and 2.   
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(E) METHODS FOR DATA COLLECTION  


34. The IOD Evaluation Section will rely on the following methods for data collection: 


(a) A Workshop for developing the verification framework that will guide data collection and analysis, 
including the business units under verification; 


(b) Desk review of processes and documents, including PCT surveys and results, to be provided by the 
Department.  


(c) Structured in-depth interviews to respond to questions related to culture, alignment, data, and 
technology with the Department staff and collaborators; a preliminary list of interviewees will be prepared 
in collaboration with the Department.  


(d) The culture of customer service scan tool will be distributed to staff interacting with clients within the 
two business units.   
 


35. To the extent possible, the IOD Evaluation Section and IOD Audit Section will coordinate data collection to 
avoid burdening the Department and stakeholders.  


 
(F) ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 


36. The joint audit and evaluation will adhere to the United Nations Evaluation Group  (UNEG) Norms and 
Standards, the Ethical Guidelines for Evaluation, and the International Standards for the Professional Practice of 
Internal Auditing (the Standards) issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors.  IOD will acknowledge the limitations 
encountered throughout the process and related mitigation measures in the planned deliverables.  
 
6. PROCESS, TENTATIVE TIMEFRAME, AND EXPECTED DELIVERABLES 


37. A tentative timeframe has been defined, and it can be reviewed if necessary.  It is noted that 
Department's collaboration across the verification is essential.  Each proposed activity will be done in 
cooperation with the Department staff members.  
 
  Figure 10.  Combined audit and verification process and tentative timeframe 


38. The verification will produce the following products: 


(a) The final Terms of Reference will guide the verification and present the refined purpose, objectives, 
scope, methodology, and timeframe in line with the Department's expectations and perceived benefits.    



http://www.unevaluation.org/document/detail/1914

http://www.unevaluation.org/document/detail/1914

http://www.unevaluation.org/document/detail/2866

https://www.theiia.org/en/standards/

https://www.theiia.org/en/standards/
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(b) An verification framework for the Department's services will guide the verification. 


(c) A presentation of preliminary findings, conclusions, and recommendations to the Department will be 
followed by a structured discussion facilitated by IOD. 


(d) A draft report presenting findings, conclusions, and recommendations backed up by evidence; will 
be submitted for the Department's review and comments. 


(e) A final report will incorporate the Department's comments to the extent possible.  The report will be 
written in English and have a maximum of 20 pages; supporting data and information on people and 
documents consulted will be presented in annexes.   


(f) The Department will produce the management response and the action plan to implement the 
agreed recommendations.  


 
7. EXPECTED COMMITMENT  


39. The Department will be consulted throughout the audit verification and provide IOD with access to the 
necessary documents and information.  In particular, it will be expected to: 


• Have an active role in the combined audit and verification design stage, especially in the a) finalization of 
these Terms of Reference, b) mapping activities and stakeholders, c) identification of critical documents 
and resources, and d) development of the verification framework.  


• Participate in the presentation and provide comments on findings, conclusions, and recommendations.  


• Present management comments and an action plan for the implementation of the recommendations.  


• Inform IOD of unexpected changes that might affect the implementation of the agreed 
recommendations.  
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ANNEX I - PRELIMINARY POTENTIAL RISKS, CONTROLS AND INTERNAL AUDIT PROCEDURES 


 
Objective a): Verify whether the culture of customer service, which the PCT has created over many years, is effectively implemented and aligned with the PCT's related 
performance objectives, expected results, and relevant strategic Pillars of the Organization's Medium-Term Strategic Plan; and 
 


Risk(s) Identified 
 
 


Expected/Existing  
Controls 


  


Expected 
Residual 


risk 


Initials  
Audit Tests 


 


 
1. The current PCT customer service culture might 


not be effective and aligned with relevant 
strategies and the Medium Term Strategic plan. 


 
The existing culture 
of  customer service 
 
Medium-Term 
Strategic Plan 
 
Program and Budget 
Documents and 
WIPO Performance 
Reports 
 
Budgetary resources 
linked to the 
implementation of 
the strategy 


 
 


Medium 


 
Verific
ation 


 
1. Review the current culture of customer 


service and check its alignment with 
relevant performance objectives and 
strategic pillars in the Medium Term 
Strategic plan. 


 
 


 


 
2. The current PCT customer service culture might 


not address WIPO's needs and priorities 


 
The existing culture 
of customer service 
 
Risk management 
plans  
 
Customers services 
catalog, WIPO 
personas, existing 
customers' journey, 
among other 
relevant 
documentation 


 
 


Medium 


 
Verific
ation 


 
2. Review the current customer service 


culture and check whether any adaptations 
have been made to address global 
challenges affecting the services and 
support provided by WIPO.  
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3. If the customer culture is not embraced by every 
individual, team, and business unit (In this case 
PCT Legal and International Affairs Department 
and the PCT Operations Division),  including 
shared values and principles, which translates into 
behaviors in all functions aligned and committed 
to delivering value to customers, then it can not 
profitably create superior value for customers.   


 


Documentation for 
strategic alignment, 
resources 
management,  
Cross-functional 
collaboration, 
environment 
considerations, 
customer foresight, 
insights, and 
competitors' 
foresight 


Medium Verific
ation 


3. With the support of the customer service 
culture scan tool, surveys, and existing 
documentation, it assesses whether the 
customer culture is effective. 


 


 
4. The lack of strategy would affect the effectiveness 


of improving customer relations.  


Draft 
strategy/document   


Medium Verific
ation 


4. To review the progress made towards the 
development of a strategy.   


 


Objective b): Identify opportunities to enhance services and customers relations through adaptive learning and behavioral science 


 
5. Low quality of customer services to PCT 


customers results in reputation and business loss. 


 
Customer Service 
Charter 
 
Customer 
satisfaction surveys 


 
Medium 


 
Verific
ation 


 
5. Interview PCT staff and review the relevant 


documents on customer relations to 
assess the adequacy and effectiveness of 
the controls for providing quality services. 


 
6. Check if the existing mechanisms in place 


for measuring customer service 
satisfaction levels are adequate, effective, 
and efficient. 


 


 


 
6. Customers' behavioral changes are not 


systematically captured and reflected in adapting 
customers' services and support, hindering 
learning opportunities from customers' 
experiences.  


 
Existing processes 
to capture data on 
behavioral changes 
 
Data analysis tools 
and solutions 
developed in 
response to 
behavioral changes 


 
Medium 


 
Verific
ation 


 
7. Interview PCT staff and review the relevant 


documents on customers relations to 
assess the adequacy of tools to monitor 
behavioral changes 


 
8. Check if a mechanism is in place for 


adapting WIPO's support and services in 
response to customers' behavioral 
changes.  
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ANNEX 2: CULTURE OF CUSTOMER SERVICE SCAN TOOL 


 
The questions presented below will be customized and fine-tuned in collaboration with the PCT focal point.  Prior to its launching, the tool 
will be tested with a max of 10 staff members.  IOD will schedule an online session with relevant staff to provide contextual explanations, 
ensure that the tool is understood, and respond to any questions before its implementation.   
 
This implementation of the scan tool will help the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department, the PCT Operations Division within the PCT Services 
Department, and the evaluation team assess the PCT enabling a culture of customer service strengths and areas of future improvement.  The tool 
should be distributed to the PCT Legal and International Affairs Department and the PCT Operations Division within the PCT Services Department 
staff interacting with customers regularly. 
 
This tool is quite comprehensive, and IOD is aware that the tool will require about 1 hour to be completed.  Note that some questions will be answered 
by desk review and others by relevant staff.  This is not a survey but a self-assessment tool to assess how the PCT culture supports customer services.  
Creating a culture is a highly complex process that does not happen overnight, and many efforts, work, and investment of resources go into such a 
process over many years.  It would be wrong to assess the hard work invested in this critical development without giving it the time and attention it 
deserves.   
Please rate where you and your team stand on customer insights by checking the relevant box in answering each question.  There is no correct answer.  
When you are unsure, please choose your best guess. 
 


Ca
te


go
ry


 


Factor Self-assessment Question Rating scale 
Question 
score 


Source of 
information 


      1 2 3 4 5    


St
ra


te
gi


c 
Al


ig
nm


en
t Vision 


Our Department has well-established and explicitly articulated principles for customer 
service or rather implicit.  


Implicit       Explicit   IOD desk  


MTSP 
Does your business unit enable the implementation of customer management principles 
in line with WIPO's MTSP 2022-2026, driven by top management's belief that the 
customers are at the center of activity or the organization?  


Organization 
focus 


      Customer 
focus   IOD desk 


review 


Targets 
Is customer-centric behavior monitored against culture targets in all business functions?  
Or monitoring only in your business unit? 


Internal BU 
monitoring 
of culture 


      


Cross-
functional 
monitorin


g of 
culture 


  IOD desk 
review 
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Ca
te


go
ry


 


Factor Self-assessment Question Rating scale 
Question 
score 


Source of 
information 


Adaptability 


Does your BU adjust priorities and focus when strategy changes?  Or is change not 
reflected in the priorities? 


Stick to the 
initial plan 


      
Adjust 


priorities   
  


IOD desk 
review 


Does your BU discontinue initiatives that do not contribute to strategy implementation 
or keep them to avoid complaints from customers?  


Avoid action       
Take 


action 
IOD Desk 


review 


Inspiring 
Does your BU use storytelling to strengthen and reinforce customer culture across 
WIPO?  or are they just mentioned in your team?  


Only in the 
team 


      


Reinforce 
customer 
culture in 


WIPO 
  IOD Desk 


review 


Cu
st


om
er


 in
sig


ht
 


Needs 
Does your business unit focus on understanding the needs of your customers or your 
organization?  


Internal 
focus 


      Customer 
focus   Relevant Staff  


Innovation 


Does your business unit focus on solving customer problems/complaints?  or only on 
positive feedback?  


Avoid 
problems 


      Problem-
solving   Relevant Staff  


Does your BU continuously explore new opportunities to create and improve services for 
your customers, or does it apply a low-risk approach to change instead? 


Low-risk 
approach 


      


Explore 
new 


opportuni
ties 


  Relevant Staff  


Creativity 
Does your BU allow you the freedom to pursue new opportunities for our customers or 
internal benefit?  


Organization 
benefit       


Customer 
benefit   Relevant Staff  


Lead by 
example 


Do your leader/supervisors encourage staff to get to know the customers and their 
needs or to stay away from direct customer contact?  


Discourage       Encourage   Relevant Staff  


Do managers and staff that are non-customer facing interact with customers or focus 
more on internal processes?  


Internal 
processes       


Customer 
interactio


n 
  Relevant Staff  


Do your leaders/supervisors use appropriate influence strategies to help your business 
unit navigate and prevent organizational obstacles that could hinder the delivery of 
services?  or instead, focus on fixing problems? 


Fix problems       Prevent 
obstacles   Relevant Staff  


Principles 


Does the PCT benefit when its customers have a good experience interacting with the 
PCT system and, thus, with your BU when we interact with them? 


BU benefit       PCT 
benefit   Relevant Staff  


Do you feel that you help applicants and their representatives, who pay the fees for the 
PCT service, or can you not see how your work does help?  


Not clear 
how I help 


      
Proud to 


help   Relevant Staff  


Do you contribute to finding customer-friendly solutions when PCT applications and 
applicants face PCT problems/difficulties?  or do you feel your contribution is 
unnecessary? 


Contribution 
not required 


      
Contributi


on 
needed 


  Relevant Staff  
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Ca
te


go
ry


 


Factor Self-assessment Question Rating scale 
Question 
score 


Source of 
information 


Monitoring and 
learning 


Does your business unit obtain systematic customer satisfaction measures, or do they 
trust their intuition/experience? 


Intuition/Exp
erience 


      


Objective  
customer 
satisfactio


n data 
analytics 


  IOD desk 
review 


Does your BU communicate to customers the actions taken as a result of their feedback?  
Or does not feel the need to get back to their customers?  


Keep 
communicati
on to the 
minimum 


      


Communi
cate 


actions 
resulting 


from 
feedback 


  IOD desk 
review 


Does your business unit regularly gather customer insights from all members of your 
business unit, or very seldom? 


Almost never       Regularly   IOD desk 
review 


Knowledge 
sharing 


Does your business unit share customer insights with all members of your business unit 
regularly or very seldom?  


Almost never       Regularly   Relevant Staff  


Does your business unit share insights across other business units and functions outside 
your group, or are silos instead encouraged?  


Silos       
Cross 


collaborati
on 


  Relevant Staff  


Recognition 
Does your business unit publicly recognize/reward individuals who initiated customer 
solutions, or is it assumed that this is part of your duties? 


No 
recognition/r
eward 


      
Recognitio
n/Reward


s 
  Relevant Staff  


Cu
st


om
er


 fo
re


sig
ht


 


Proactiveness 
Does your business unit discuss the benefits and shortcomings of current services for 
potential customers, or do you prefer to wait for feedback?   


Passive       Proactive   Relevant Staff  


Context 


Does your business unit predict future customer needs or wait until there is demand for 
new services?  


Wait for 
demands to 
arise 


      Predict   Relevant Staff  


Does your business unit discuss, understand and act on the changes in the external 
environment that have implications for your delivery of customer value?  


 Take action        Understa
nd   Relevant Staff  


Innovation 
Does your business unit collaborate with customers to innovate and co-create new 
services, or does it instead assess ideas internally? 


Innovation 
comes from 
within the 
organization 


      
Innovate 


with 
customers 


  Relevant Staff  


En
vi


ro
nm


en
t 


Monitoring and 
learning 


Does your business unit regularly use what they have learned from other IP offices 
(national, regional) success to improve their own value for customers?  


Not at all       Regularly   Relevant Staff  
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Ca
te


go
ry


 


Factor Self-assessment Question Rating scale 
Question 
score 


Source of 
information 


Does your business unit proactively meet with customers to discuss possible significant 
impacts of political, legislative, and technological changes that will impact the way those 
customers receive value from PCT, or does it rely on internal organizational guidance?  


Internal 
focus 


      


Proactivel
y identify 
potential 


challenges 
  Relevant Staff  


External factors 


Does your business unit attend and report on relevant conferences on trends affecting 
customers and future customer values, or keep this information internally?  


Passive 
communicati
on  


      
Proactivel
y inform 


customers 
  Relevant Staff  


Does your business unit proactively factor external changes that affect the value of your 
products and services into your team's decision-making, or use it only for information 
purposes? 


Inform       
Action-


oriented   Relevant Staff  


Simplicity 
Does your BU minimize rules, policies, bureaucracy, and rigidity to simplify your 
workplace to add value to our customers most effectively and efficiently or increase 
burdens?  


Increases 
burdens 


      Minimize 
burdens   Relevant Staff  


Individuals 


Are you satisfied with your level of participation in your BU innovation initiatives to 
improve customer services, or do you feel more could be done?  


More could 
be done       Satisfied    Relevant Staff  


Does your BU build your competencies through participation in new initiatives or keep 
you focused on what you already know? 


Focus       Challenge   Relevant Staff  


Cr
os


s-
fu


nc
tio


na
l c


ol
la


bo
ra


tio
n Recognition 


Does your BU focus on cross-functional teams collaborating to create more value for 
customers or internal team collaboration?  


Internal 
team 
collaboration 


      


Cross-
functional 
collaborati


on 
  Relevant Staff  


Does your BU encourage employees to seek and provide help with people from different 
functions or discourage them?  


Discourage       Encourage   Relevant Staff  


Systems Does your BU collaborate well with the relevant business units to support the delivery of 
services, or is it self-sufficient? 


Self-
sufficient 


      
Collaborat


ion   Relevant Staff  


Innovation 
Does your business unit motivate cross-functional problem-solving sessions to improve 
customer services or rather discourage it?  


Insight 
problem 
solving 


      


Cross-
functional 
problem 
solving 


  Relevant Staff  


Commitment Does your business unit share technology, know-how, best practices, and resources 
across functions, or does it see more risk in doing so?  


Passive 
collaboration 


      


Commitm
ent to 


collaborati
on 


  Relevant Staff  
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Ca
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go
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Factor Self-assessment Question Rating scale 
Question 
score 


Source of 
information 


Learning 
Does your BU share good and bad experiences across functions to generate 
collaboration? 


Share only 
bad 
experiences 


      


Share only 
good 
experienc
es 


  Relevant Staff  


People 
Does your BU hire and retain people who care about providing excellent services to our 
customers? 


Retain       Hire   Relevant Staff  


Expertise 
Does your BU have access to innovation experts who can support the provision of our 
services, or is access limited?  


Limited 
access 


      Access to 
experts   Relevant Staff  


Communication 
Is your BU good at communicating with other WIPO business units to work on delivering 
high-quality services to customers, or is it passive?  


Plan focus       
Focus on 


high 
quality 


  Relevant Staff  


Partnerships 
Does the WIPO administrative environment make it easy to forge new customer 
partnerships?  or discourage it?  


Discourage       
Encourage 
partnershi


ps 
  Relevant Staff  


Re
so


ur
ce


s a
nd


 M
an


ag
em


en
t 


Talents 
Does your BU have the internal talent to succeed in adding value to customers and the 
organization? 


Organization       
Customer


s   IOD desk 
review 


Initiatives Does your BU have dedicated resources to invest in innovations to improve service 
delivery, or is it ad-hoc? 


Ad-hoc       
Dedicated 
finances   IOD desk 


review 


Efficiency 


Does your BU have automatic feedback mechanisms and processes that encourage 
learning from customer management and behavior to improve functions and refine 
processes and services? 


Encourage 
improvemen
ts 


      
Encourage 


learning    IOD desk 
review 


Are existing administrative processes designed to reduce internal barriers and enhance 
the effectiveness of customer relations, or do they increase barriers? 


Increase 
barriers 


      
Decrease 
barriers   Relevant Staff 


Does your BU continuously work towards reducing administrative burdens and 
requirements that detract from the time available to build relationships or prefers not to 
challenge administrative burdens? 


Does not 
challenge 
ineffective 
administrativ
e procedures 


      Reduce 
burdens   Relevant Staff 


Effectiveness 
Have your national and regional partners driven your BU to generate solutions that you 
would not have otherwise, or it discourages you from being innovative?  


Discourage 
innovation       


Encourage 
solutions   Relevant Staff 


Co
m


pe
tit


or
 


fo
re


sig
ht


 Monitoring and 
learning 


Does your business unit monitor current and potential competitors, or are there no 
competitors in your area to monitor?  


No 
competition 


      


Competito
r 


monitorin
g 


  Relevant Staff 


Decision 
making 


Does your BU make decisions with future competitors in mind or follow internal 
guidance only?  


Internal 
guidance 


      Decisions 
with   Relevant Staff 
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Ca
te


go
ry


 


Factor Self-assessment Question Rating scale 
Question 
score 


Source of 
information 


competito
rs in mind 
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ANNEX 3: Desk research framework questions 


 
40. Culture of customers orientation 


 
(a) What customer relations functions do the various business units perform? 


(b) Does WIPO/the Department have an articulated customer value definition and vision?  
And what is the Department's understanding of its customers' expectations?  


(c) Is the Department aware of how others offering IP services are servicing their customers?  
And how do they interact with other services to exchange experiences and lessons learned 
related to customers' services? 


(d) What motivates the Department to deliver excellent customer service?  


(e) How do they interact with their customers?  


(f) Does the Department culture (values, beliefs, and strategic actions) enable the 
implementation of customer management principles in line with the MTSP 2022-2026, driven by 
top management's belief that the customers are at the center of activity?  


(g) Through its operations and activities, does the Department recognize that customers 
differ in their needs and value to WIPO?  


(h) How is this recognition reflected in the interactions with its customers?  


(i) How satisfied are staff with the implementation of the customer service strategy?  


(j) How has the Department adapted its strategy and operations to address global 
challenges which affect the services and support provided by WIPO?  


41. Alignment of Organizational Process 
 


(a) Are the current strategy/operations and activities for managing customer relations 
relevant to its performance objectives and the MTSP 2022-2026 strategic pillars? 


(b) Are existing processes designed to reduce internal barriers and enhance the 
effectiveness of customer relations?  


(c) Are automatic feedback mechanisms and processes in place encouraging learning from 
customers' management and behavior to improve functions and refine processes and services?  


(d) Is there space for improving their communication with their customers and management?  
And if yes, how?  


(e) Can they reduce administrative burdens and requirements that detract from the time 
available to build relationships?  And how? 


(f) How involved are they in outreach activities? 


(g) What are the business units' strategies and actions to retain existing customers and 
extract more excellent value from them?  


(h) Is the PCT strategy coherent with the work being undertaken by other business units?  
And are reporting lines with the units responsible for executing the strategy clear?   
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42. Data and technology support 
 


(a) Can the Department use the IT system to support creating a customer service culture? 


(b) What are their reporting needs and requirements?  


(c) How are they involved in tracking and monitoring data metrics such as customer 
satisfaction, behavior, demographics, returning, and potential customers, among other data, 
lead follow-up, data transfer, and other daily actions, and how can these processes be 
improved?  


(d) What data is made available to help them better understand their customers?  


(e) How timely and relevant is the available customer information?  


(f) Are they using customers' data and information for learning and decision-making 
purposes?  
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Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


1.	STRATEGIC	ALIGNMENT
When	all	staff	members,	from	the	front	desk	to	senior	management,	understand
and	act	upon	the	WIPO's	vision,	mission,	strategic	objectives,	and	expected
results,	the	organization	can	create	and	deliver	value	for	customers	and
stakeholders.		Strategic	alignment	fosters	a	strong	culture	that	encourages
commitment	and	shared	understanding	at	all	levels	and	across	Business	Units
(BUs).		Each	individual's	actions	contribute	to	creating	customer	value,	making
strategic	alignment	crucial	for	the	organization's	success.


If	YES,	can	you	summarize	your	understanding	of	the	PCT	strategy	of	culture	service?	And	If	NO,	why	not?


*	1.	Do	you	have	a	clear	understanding	of	the	vision,	mission,	and	expected	outcomes	of
the	PCT's	culture	of	customer	service?	


Yes


No


If	YES,	can	you	provide	more	information	regarding	how	your	business	unit	adjusts	its	plans	and	procedures	in
response	to	internal	or	external	factors?	And	If	NO,	why	not?


*	2.	Does	your	business	unit	adjust	its	plans	and	procedures	in	response	to	internal	or
external	factors?	


Yes


No


I	do	not	know	


Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


2.	CUSTOMER	INSIGHTS
Understanding	customer	needs	and	behavior	goes	beyond	what	they	explicitly	tell
us.		Observing	their	frustrations	with	products	or	services	helps	them	gain	deeper
insights.		In	a	culture,	everyone	has	the	opportunity	to	gain	customer	insights	by
interacting	with	them.		These	insights	can	improve	understanding	of	their
environments	and	needs.







If	YES,	how?		If	NO,	why	not?


*	1.	Does	your	BU	inform	customers	of	changes	based	on	their	feedback?	


Yes


No


I	don't	know.


If	YES,	how?	and	If	NO,	why	not?


*	2.	Does	your	BU	share	customer	insights	it	receives	with	all	members	of	your	BU	who
regularly	interact	with	customers?	


Yes


No


I	do	not	know


Please	expand	on	your	above	answer.


*	3.	Does	your	BU	share	relevant	customer	insights	across	other	BUs	and	functions	outside
your	group?	


Yes	(If	YES,	how?)


No	(If	NO,	why	not?)


I	do	not	know


Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


3.	CUSTOMER	FORESIGHT
The	extent	to	which	staff	anticipates	emerging	customer	needs	and	takes	actions
to	satisfy	them.		Connection	with	potential	customers	and	understanding	future
needs	and	ideas	for	possible	new	solutions	can	come	from	anyone	and	everyone
inside	and	outside	WIPO	if	it	is	fostered	as	an	expected	practice	or	behavior.
	However,	customer	foresight	needs	to	be	nurtured	to	become	an	organizational
capability.	







Please	expand	on	your	above	answer.


*	1.	Does	your	BU	lean	more	towards	creating	new	and	innovative	services	with	external
stakeholders	(National	IP	Offices,	PCT	users,	among	others)?	


Yes	(If	YES,	can	you	explain	how)


No	(If	NO,	why	not?)


I	do	not	know


Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


4.	COMPETITOR	FORESIGHT
This	refers	to	WIPO's	ability	to	foresee	new	competitors	that	could	impact	its
markets	in	the	future.		New	innovative	competitors	have	an	impact	on	uncovering
the	latent	needs	of	customers	and	influencing	their	perception	of	future	needs.		


Could	you	please	expand	on	your	above	answer?


*	1.	Does	your	BU	discuss	its	strengths	and	weaknesses	compared	to	competitors	with
other	BUs?	


Yes	(If	YES,	how?)


No	(If	NO,	why	not?)


I	do	not	know


Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


5.	ENVIRONMENT
The	extent	to	which	staff	monitor,	predict,	and	make	decisions	in	consideration	of
emerging	trends	in	the	business	environment	that	can	impact	customer	needs	and
the	value	WIPO	offers.		The	business	environment	includes	political,	economic,
societal,	environmental,	and	technological	factors.


Please	expand	on	your	above	response.	


*	1.	According	to	you,	does	your	BU	think	ahead	and	consider	current	and	future
challenges	when	making	plans	and	decisions?	


Yes	(If	YES,	how?)


No	(If	NO,	why	not?)


I	do	not	know







Please	expand	on	your	response	above.


*	2.	Are	you	satisfied	with	how	your	BU	develops	and	implements	innovative	initiatives	to
improve	services	to	PCT	customers?	If	not,	why	not?	


Yes	(If	YES,	can	you	explain	why?)


No	(If	NO,	why	not?)


Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


6.	COLLABORATION
Collaboration	enables	a	strong	customer	culture	and	allows	WIPO	to	transform
the	information	generated	by	externally	oriented	traits	into	value	for	customers
and	stakeholders.		Without	solid	collaboration	within	WIPO,	valuable	information
is	squandered,	and	business	opportunities	are	lost.		In	fact,	the	impact	of	value
delivered	to	customers	is	weakened.


A	great	deal A	lot A	moderate	amount A	little None	at	all


Please	expand	on	your	above	response.	How	does	collaboration	take	place?		or	why	is	collaboration	not
happening?


1.	To	what	degree	does	your	business	unit	prioritize	cross-sectoral	and	cross-functional
collaboration	to	enhance	the	delivery	of	services	to	customers?	


None	at	all A	little A	moderate	amount A	lot A	great	deal


Please	expand	on	your	above	response	or	provide	examples	of	how	sharing	does	happen.	Or	why	is	it	not
happening?)


2.	Does	your	BU	share	technology,	know-how,	best	practices,	and	resources	with	other
relevant	functions?	


Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


7.	RESOURCES	MANAGEMENT
	Resource	management	plays	an	essential	role	in	ensuring	BUs	have	adequate
human	and	financial	resources	to	deliver	their	services	and	products	and	help	an
organization	reduce	inefficiencies	and	boost	productivity	or	delivery	of	results.







Please	expand	on	your	above	response.	


*	1.	Does	your	BU	dedicate	financial	resources	to	invest	in	innovations	to	improve	service
delivery	regularly?	


Yes	(If	YES,	please	provide	examples	of	those	innovations)


No	(If	NO,	why	not?)


I	don't	know


*	2.	How	does	your	BU	safeguard	and	share	institutional	knowledge?	Please	share	good
practices	or	lessons	learned.	


Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


8.	OVERALL	ASSESSMENT
Based	on	your	views	above,	please	respond	to	the	last	part	of	this	survey.	


	 Agree Disagree N/A


I	feel	identified	with	the	PCT	culture	of	customer	services


I	am	satisfied	with	the	quality	of	services	our	business	unit
provides	to	our	customers


I	am	proud	of	working	for	my	business	unit


I	feel	that	my	ideas	and	contributions	to	improve	the	services	are
always	welcome	


Sharing	and	collaboration	is	strongly	encouraged	in	my	business
unit


*	1.	Based	on	your	experience	with	the	PCT	culture	of	customer	services,	to	what	extent	do
you	agree	or	disagree	with	the	following	statements	(Select	N/A	if	you	have	no	experience)


*	2.	Based	on	your	professional	experience,	what	have	you	found	to	be	effective	or
ineffective	in	terms	of	the	PCT	culture	of	customer	service?	


*	3.	Can	you	highlight	any	good	practices,	suggestion/s,	or	lessons	learned	for
improvement?	







Survey	Evaluation	of	the	PCT	Culture	of	Customer	Service


9.	GENERAL	
Please	note	that	this	data	will	only	be	used	for	internal	purposes	and	will	neither
be	shared	nor	published.	


*	1.	Please	indicate	your	business	unit.	


PCT	Legal	and	International	Affairs	Department


PCT	Operations	Division


Other	(please	specify)


*	2.	Please	indicate	how	long	you	have	been	working	for	the	above-selected	business	unit.


Less	than	1	year


Between	1	and	3	years


Between	4	and	10	years


Between	11	and	20	years


More	than	21	years


*	3.	Please	indicate	your	gender.	


Female


Male


Other







